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INTRODUCTION

In MidOctober 1973, an ad hoc conference was held

in Saskatoon on Native Teacher Education. Sponsored Ly the

staff of the Indian Teacher Education Program (I.T.E.P.) of

the College of Education, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon

campus, it brought - together participants from similar programs

identified so far in Canada and parts of the United Stares.

The major purpose of the conference was to pool
n

information on'the working operations of these programs. Focus

was on a description of each unit rather than on indepth

analysis of fundamental issues. Nine programs sent delegates.

The present publication contains the major presentations

together with the documentation circulated by each agency.

It was made Possible through grants from the University of

Saskatchewan's Principal's Publication Fund and the Dean's

Contingency Fund, College of Education.

This conArence was the first of its kind in Canada.

The programs presented have implications for teacher education

development in general as well as for native people in particular.

HenCe this modest publication.
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PARAMETERS ON NATIVE TEACHER EDUCATION

Dr. J.B. Kirkpat/iick
Dean, College of Education 11'

University of Saskatchewan

Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen - and welcome to

the Saskatoon campus of the University of Saskatchewan. May

I comment first of all that we are delighted, and indeed

oveSwhelmed, at.the response tc our invitation to this two-
...

day conference cn Native Teacher Education. From the list of

possible dele,gat-e-sito the conference I find that no fewer than

eleven universities and an equal number of other agen^ies

actively involved programs of native teacher educauion are

represented here this morning. Geographically, representation

at this conference extends from B.C. to Quebec in an east-west

direction and from Alask4 and the N.W.T. tJ South Dakota.
4

This repTesentation reflects the genuine concern of people,

institutions, and of government with respect to the social,
a

economic, and educational problems of native peoples.

There is one other observation which I should like

to make. This-is a conference cn native teacher education.

We should, I think, take it for ,granted that native teacher

education is one small part of a much larger educational,

economic and social evolution (a term which I prefer to

revolution even if the change is rapid) which is in progress.

We should notv'at this conference, fall into the trap of

debating political, social and economic issues which are net

specifically and directly related tc teacher education.

I take it that all those who are concerned with

native teacher education hold a common set of convictions:

a) that the educational systemHas it has operated until now

has failed miserably to meet the needs of children of

native ancestry;

I



b) that the parents of these children, like all parents, should

exercise a strong and indeed a deterAning influence. on

the kind of education which their children recei,e. Parents

are now beginning to ecognize and assume this resporisibility;
_ -

c) that we need teachers who fully understand and appreciate

the cultural background ofthe children of whom they teach.

It follows that we need more teachers of native ancestry;

d) that such teachers-should then become agents of change
,

to improve the curriculum and procedures in the schools

in which they teach in such a way as to make theni more

attractive and more meaningful to the children whom they

teach.

If we do not believe the four "articles cf faith"

which I have just enunciated, I do not now what We are doing

in the business of native teacher education; so again I suggest

',that we should not debate these articles, but should exchange

information and views with respect- to such questions as:

1. What is the best way of 'selecting and of screening students

in the program so that we do-in fact recruit and develop
1

teachers whp are able to act'as change agents in the schools

to which they, go?
1

2. What kind pf experiences, academic and professional, shduld

be provided for these students during their period pf

professional preparatipri? How and by whom should the content

and sequence of classes be determined?

3. What kind of certification should they ,receive?

What employment opportunities: are open to graduates, and

what can we do to place them in situations in which they

can make good use of the professional preparation' they

have had?

5. How can we evaluate the success of the programs in, which we

are engaged, both during the professional preparation period

and when our graduates are on the job?

These, to me, are a few of the questions concerning

9
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native teacher education programs which must be answered.

Perhaps, in the next two days, in ycur individual presentations

with respect to programs now in operation, you can help eadh-
%

other toward some of the answers.
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THE WORLD AS IT WAS

THE WORLD AS IT IS

THE WORD AS WE WANT IT TO BE'

Clive Linklater
National Indian Brotherhood

The World As It Was
7

, In the Indian world as it was, the people performed

many tasks necessary to the smooth-functioning of the tribe.

These tasks were taught and passed on by the observation method

(watch-and-do), by indirect instruction and by individual

oteachipg. Formalized group:instruction*in a building labelled

"A School" did not take place.

But, instruction - learning - teaching did go on. It

went on formally and informally. At some point in tribal affairs,

eveit member'filled the role of a teacher-learner. And, various

individuals filled and carried out specific instructional tasks

at specified times.

Teaching-learning was a constant on-going requisite

shared in by the young and the old -- the male and the female.

In the world as it was, the Indian people had a system

ofeducaboion that, in.today's terms, paralielled individualized

instruction, tutorials, evening classes, week-end classes, daily

3essons, field trips.

But, the'Indiantrihes did not have that strange

whiteman's insitiution -- a building labelled "A School": And

the Indian tribias did' not have'a class of people labelled

"Teachere. It was the function of everyone'to teach and.learn.

There'are many indicaticiiTg today thatithe whiten.an'&

learned, e]itist, educational "experts." are groping dimly to

re-discoyer the idyllic educative system that once flourished

/
0
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on these shores before the arrival of the immigrant cultures.

(If the:e is any doubt about this, ask any student

or educator if he would prefer to go to school or learn some

other way. Invariably, and without even describing "some

other way", the student would choose it, and the educator would

firstawant,to define "some other way" before also choosipg it.)

In the world as it was, the education of Indian

people was participative and dynamic and involving the total

community, at every level of community life, every day, all day.

Education was a life-sustaining force and not what it

has become for Indian people today -- a series of technologically

correct exercises that produce social disasters. .

In ,the world as it was, education was lategrated into

the fabric of the tribal community. It was not a segmentized,

institutionalized, and closed system operated by profestionals

whose.allegiance is to the perpetuation of the system itself,

rather than to the total community which it was originally set

out to serve.

In the world as it was, the education process served

the people, the people did not serve the systam 1

The World As It Is

In the world as it is, the present Canadian education

system e'.oes not serve the Indian people, nor is their traditional

system .4Ullyc,operative. The results of this are tragic!

In the world as it is, the Indian students have a drop-

out rate (Over 90% in the high school and over 60% in elementary

school) that, if applied tp the whdte population, would have the

white parents up in arms demanding immediate reform and a complete

over - -haul of th'e educational system. And they would get it!! ,

In the world as it is, most Indian people 35 years and

over have very little education or no schooling at all.

1?



In the world as it is, the, lack of education compounds

the problems . . .

. . of unemployment ('over %PA of Indiah people are unemployed),

. of lack of constructive outlets (over 40% of inmates in

penal institutions are Indian peopli),

. . ..of poor health (life expectancy

lower than the Canadian axe4ge

nearly double the national rate

. . . of social and family disability

is. rampant. among Indian people,

of Indian people is much

; infant mortality rate is

(excessive use of alcohol

family and child-abandonment

is a growing concern, illegitimacy and separation increases

the numbers of Single-parent, female-heads of families),

. . of discrimination.and prejudice (instead of Indian and

white people meeting on a commonground of mutual acceptance,

they meet increasingly in individual and group encounters

that portend future hostile confrontations),

. of ..personal alienation and group disgutt (the schools

must realize the st,udents who drop-out today, or who'are

pushedout or shoved-out, become the problem-chi1c1 of

e4

1

the'other social institutions_and the rri're paid by the

Inditn people in the loss of self-esteem, an k ,)by white

people in increased costs 1.s virtually immeasu eable.

No one complains when the cost of maintainiing one Indian

Gin jail for one year-is $10,000.,.but loudly wail when the
6 i

cost of educating one Indian rises slightly over $1,000.)

The schools, instead of bridging the sap between white

and Indian,,are increasing it.

There may be more single individual. Indians in levels of

higher education today, but the majority in relative terms are

lagging farther behind.

In the world as it is, the Indian people are being ill-

served by the present education system to which they are subjected.

This accounts for the trend Indian people express to

exercise greater control over their own education system.

73
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In the world as it is, the education of Indian people

has been termed as "education for failure".

What a sad commentary on the state of the civilization

of this ccunty!! The civilization that set out to civilize

savages!

The World As We Want It To Be

The difficulty in producing Indian teachers for Indian

schools, or white teachers for Indian schools, or;51ndian teachers

for white schools, is not a lack in the techniques, or the "how"

this can be done, but in the attitudes and beliefs that exist in

the white peoples' minds (and have now been engendered in some

Indian peoples' minds), that Indians are inherently uneducable

or so pronounced in savagery as to be unredeemable.

These ideas persist so strongly they are used to justify

tne unjustifiable; the violation of the educational philosophies

and principles that underly the educational foundations of the

white man's own educational system.

These principles can be summarized in the statement

used by_pedagoguas_whan talking to the peasants:

"Start where the student is!"

"Go from the known.to the unknown!"

In the attempts at education of the Indian people, the

edubators have, in fact, stiarted where the Indian student isn't

or wasn't, and proceeded from the unkrowm to the unknown.

Then, in attempting to discover what was wrong, instead

of asking:

"What is wrong with our system?" or

"What is wrong with our methods?"

the educators proceed to ask,

"What is wrong with those damn dumb Indians?"

This question continues to be asked by the white teachers

in our Indian schools today, and especially by the white teachers

14



in the white schools the Indians attend today.

That is why, in the world as it is, the education of

Indian people in this country is so dismal. That is why it

has been characterized as'"education for failure".

And that is why it is necessary to have the Indian

people determine in large part the shape of the educational

world as we want it to be.

In the world as we want it to be, the teachers . . . .

. . . will be of the particular tribe they are teaching,

. . . will be thoroughly knowledgeably about the past and

present of the particular community in which they teach,

. . . will be thoroughly. .knowledgeable about the past and

present of the particular tribe they teach,,,

. . will be thoroughly knowledgeable about the past and

present of the other tribes in this country,

. . . will be knowledgeable about the past and present of

the,immigrant peoples of this country,

. . . will be knowledgeable about the peoples and cultures

of other countries and other lands,

. . . bilirigual and s

teaching a second language, whether English or French,

. . . will use the particular community, including its people,

as a daily source and resource to the school,

. . . will recognize that the school is of the comnunity, to

be used by the community.

In the world as we want it to be, the teachers,

particularly if they are white, will think of Indian people as

people, who are as educable and as thirsty for knowledge as any

other people can be.

In the world as we want it to be, the teachers will think

of themselves as people, whose role it is to stimulate, to

agitate other people to the full use of their faCUlties, and

will not set themselves up as the accumulators and infallible

purveyors of all the past wisdom of all the past ages.

.t1



In the world as we want it ,to be, the teachers will learn

how to deal in ideas, ideals, emotions, cultural differences,

individual pacing, mind-stimulation and soul-searching. The

human person is not only an intellectual being, but a spiritual

being, and t:9 schools must serve the student's soul as well as

his mind.

In the world as we want,it to be, the teachers will

teach . . .

how to learn, 0

. . . how to think,

. . . how to ACT!

In the world as we want it to be, the Teacher Training

Institutions . . .

. . . will immediately allow into their halls Indian people

from the educ4tional continuum of the illiterate to the

possessor of a graduate degree who show tr.: skill, ability

and aptitudes to become teachers,

. . . will actively recruit such Indian people,

. . . will develop techniques to allow the Indians' own mastery

of knowledge-gaining and knowledge-spreading to be used

in the training of teachers,

. . willireate special agencies or work in conjunction

with existing or projected Indian institutions to

develop a method and philosophy of education amenable

and adaptable to Indian perspectives,

. . . will, if necessary, leave teacher training of Indian

people, or for Indian people, to Indian people, if

the Institution's existing mandates are so inflexible

as to disallow experimentation, diversity, and innovation,

. . . will examine their code of "professionalism" in relation

to "qualifications" to allow he Indian people to make up

for the long years of educational lag because they were

considered uneducable.

In the world as we want it to be, the teachers will be

taught, and will be taught how to teach, that knowledge, and the

16:
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pursuit of it, is what the school is about.

In the world as we want it to be, the teachers will be

taught to begin where the student is and to go from the known

to the unknown! To do this, the teacher must know what is known

to the Indian student. This, might be taught in Teacher Training

Institutions but nct likely. It can best be done in the community.

It can be done by having the people of the community

participate in the activities of the school.

Modern technology makes possible the recording

(records, tapes, VTR) of the spoken word and visual images.

It must be recognized Indian culture is a non-literate culture --

an oral culture. And that the preseivers of that culture are the

elders. Their knowledge should be recorded in some form in order

to preserve the legends, beliefs and accounts of the past, so

their descendents can know who they'are today, in order to

survive tomorrow.

The teachers will be taught that Indian students are

not the descendents of the Druids or the Norman Vikings, but

are the descendents of Tecumseh, Poundmaker and our own tribal

forefathers.

The teachers will be taught that Indian students are

of this land, Canada; not as it is, but as it was, and as we

want it to be.

17



NATIVE TEACHER EDUCATION IN CANADA

(
I.E. Fitzpatrick, Education Branch

Dept. of Indian and Northern Affairs, Ottawa

Mr. Chairman . . . Ladies and Gentlemen . . .

May I thank the conference committee for allowing me tOspeak o

at what I believe to be the first" national native teacher education

conference to be held in Canada. I have been asked, Mr. Chairman,

to extend to you and to this conference the very best wishes of

the Education Branch_ of the bepartment of Indian and Northern'

Affairs for a very successful meeting. Mr. D.W. Simpson, the

Associate Director of Indian. Education regrets very much that

he was not ffee to acceptyour kind invitation to address this

conference. He sends his personal good wishes.

Casting about for an apt quotation from an Indian source

which would establish a mise-en-scene for this very brief

presentation on Native Teacher Education in Canada, I fortunately
e4

came by a copy of a speech delivered just last week by

Mr. Aurelien Gill, at the annual conference of the regional

superintendents of Indian Education, Mr. Aurelien Gill is the

very distinguished education officer of the Quebec UniOn of

Indians. Mr. Gill began his talk with a quotation frOm

INDIAN CONTROL OF INDIAN EDUCATION, the educational poiicy

document of the'National Indian Brotherhood. Let me quote what

he said: "ThoSe educators who have had authority in all that

pertained to Indian education have, over the years, tried various

ways oi providing education for Indian people. The answer to

providing a. successful educational experience has not been found.

There is one alternative that has not been tried before: In

the future let Indian people contra Indian edu'cation."

Mr. Gill went on-td say that this extract from the
0

Indian policy paper on education could well be paraphrased in the

18
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,following image voiced by a-contemporary Indian to his non-

.
Indian compatriot: "Traditionally, you have viewed me as ill-

shod or even bar4footed. Iou thought it your duty to offer me

your shoes. When these didn't fit you mae me wear yet another

pair. Each new pair let me, nevertheleis, feeling the pinch.

After a long, suffering silence, today I speaks up and protest. You

are baffled that with all your science and modern craft that you

could not design a well-fitting shoe even for a'poor Indian.

Let me remind yob that I always felt comfortable in my mocassins

Until you forced me tc tread on unfamiliar ground. Now that

we must live in close contact, let me apply my ancient craft

combined with your modern techniques so I can design for myself

a pair of shoes that will alow me once again to walk in comfort

not only on my owt land but on yours as well and if these new

shoes don't fit I least have the privilege of personal

responsibility in having myself to blame, and if I succeed; I

will at,least have the pride of personal achievement."

Within the next while I would like to think along with

you, with your permission, about what the Indian peoples expect

from Teacher Education Programs; something of the magnitude

of the problem of providing native teachers for native children;

what the Education Branch is doing to support native teacher

echication3; and aoout how ,native teacher education programs could

more beneficially relate to other elements in 'the total Indian

Education service.

Teacher Education Services and the Expectations of the Indian Peoples

What do the Indian peoples, of Canada expect of Teacher

Education Programs and Services? The educational policy dccurrent

of the NAional Indian Brotherhood of Canada states the following

quite emphatically: (I'm certain you have studied this before

nevertheless it' bears re-reading).

"If progress is going to be made in improving educational

opportunity for native children, it is basic that teacher and

counsellor training programs be,redesigned to meet the needs.

19
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The need for native teachers and counsellors is criticaland

urgent: the need for specially trained nonIndian teachers and

counsellors is also very great.

.

11 the Federal Government Must take the initiative

in providing opportunities for Indian people to train as teachers

and counsellors. Efforts in this direction require experjmental

approaches and flexible structures to accommodate the native

person who has talent and interest, but lacks minimum academic

qualifications. Provincial involvement is also needed in this

venture to introduce special teacher and counsellor training

programs Which will allow native people to advance their academic

standing at the same time as they are receiving professional

training. Because of the importance to the Indian community,

these training programs must be developed in collaboration with

the Indian people and their representatives in the national and

provincial organizations. The national and pi.oviricial organizations

have a major role to play in evolving and implementing the

training programs and in encouraging native young people to enter

the education field.

"Native teachers and counsellors who have an intimate

understanding of Indian traditions, psychology, way of life and

language, are best able to create the learning environment suited

to the habits and interest of the Indian child.

"There is urgent need for more Indian counsellors to

work with students both on and off the reserves. If the need is

to be met many more training centres must be opened immediately.

The few which are now operating can never supply enough trained

counsellors for the job -hat has to be done.

"The training of nonIndian teachers for teaching

native children, either in. federal or provincial schools, is a

matter of grave concern to the Indian people "The training

of nonIndian counsellors who work with Indian children in either

the federal or provincial systems, is also of grave concern to

Indian parents. Counsellors must have a thorough understanding

of the Values and cultural relevancies which shape the young
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Indian's self-identity. In order to cope with another cultural

group the self-image of the child must be enhanced and not allowed

to disintegrate.

"Federal and provincial authorities are urged to use the

strongest measures necessary to improve the qualifications of

teachers and counsellors of Indian children. During initial

training programs there should be compulsory courses in inter-

cultural education, native languages (oral facility and comparative

analysis) and teaching English as a second language. Orientation

courses and in-service training are needed in all.regionS.

Assistance should be available for teachers in adapting curriculum

andteaching techniques to the needs of local children. Teachers

andVcounsellor8 should be given the opportunity to improve

themselves through specialized summer courses in acculturation

problems, anthropology, Indian history, language and culture.

."Primary teachers in Federal or provincial schools should

hre some knowledgeof the maternal language of the children they

teach. "Until such time as Bands assume total responsibility

for schools, there must be full consultation with the Band

Education Authority regarding the appointment of teachers and

counsellors."

The policy statement goes On to say as well that:

"More 'Indian teacher-aids and more Indian counsellor-aides are

urgently needed throughoui.; the school systems where Indian children

are taught. The importance of this work requires that the

candidates receive proper training and be allowed to operate at

their fullest potential."

On Ong could go on quoting from this historic Canadian

educational document; one can find references-relating directly

or iqpirectly to teacher education on almost every page. Summarized

in operational terms the long range teacher-education goals inclUde:

(L) an every increasing supply of native teachers, guidance

workers and paraprofessionals to serve the Indian student

population in federal schools, provincial schools, and

territorial schools;

21\''\
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(2)_ a curriculum aimed at making the schools the 'models of

excellencd/ whith Indian parents hope for - and if the

parents so desire ii. - a school regime which will ensure

that pie schools, in the early trades at least, are truly

agent's of enculturation as well as acculturation;

(3) the development of appropriate instructional media materials

correlated with,the impr.oved school curricula;

(4) in collaboration with native parents, native organizations,

Native Educational/Cultural Centres, designing and arranging

for courses and programs for the training and development

of educational personnel, which will 'guarantee a constant
A

source of trained and certified teachers, guidance counsellors,

and paraprofessionals for the future.

I would add another long-range goal:

(5) the production or assisting in the production of materials

which would help make each native tribe better known to the

forty-nine'other tribes and the other forty ethnic groups

which comprise the rest of Canada. This would be a much-

needed service to the rapidly increasing number of non-Indian

-schools now providing courses in Indian Studies. This is

sharing as we should, in a cultural commonwealth like Canada.

Native Teacher Supply

What is the magnitude.of the problem of providing native

teachers for all native children in federal and provincial schools,

it their parents insisted on this. During the lasts school year

there were about thirty thousand native children in,federal schools.

There were approximately forty-four thousand native children in

non-federal schools. If for purposes of estimaAon.we adopt a

not-too-favorable teacher/pupil ratio of one teacher to every

twenty children, there would be a requirement for 1,500 native

teachers for federal schools and 2;200 native teachers for 'non-
.

federal schools. About 3,700 native teachers altogether. There

is no mention here of requirements for native specialist teachers,

guidahce workers, administrators, supervisors or paraprofessionals.

Should the parents of native children not insist on a full
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'complement of native teachers then the requirement could be

adjusted accordingly. As of yesterday we have 125 certificated

native teachers in federal schools. The number of native teachers

with, professional certificates teaching Indian children in

provincial 'schoolstip not immediately available. Quite obviously,

we are only Making a beginning.

Again it has been conservatively estimated that for,

every eight to ten native teachers engaged in classroom instruction

there must be at least one native'teacher - in-training to

offset losseS from the teaching force. In other wards if all

native children in federal and provincial schools were being

taught by native teachers, there would be a requirement each

year for 350 to 400 teachers -in - training. Last-year we had 200

native teachers-in-training; this year we have three hundred.

This is very encouraging.

The Education Branch and Native Teacher.Education Services

What is the Education Branchof,the Dep.artment of Indian

and Northern Affairs doing to promote teacher training opportunities

for native youth? What is being done to encourage young Indians

to take up teaching as a career? Educational assistance is

available to all native students attending a recognized university

or teacher training institution. The financial assistance may

include: (a) an amount to.cover travel and removal expenses,

training costs including tuition fees, books and supplies;

(b) an amount to cover thecost of a counselling program appropriate

to the needs of the student together with an amount to cover the

cost of private tuition should this need exist; (c)-an allowance

for clothing and crecreation; (d) a subsistence allowance, and

if the student has dependents, an additional allowance tc assist

in their- support. Allowancet payable to students range from

$40per week 'to $95 per week according to the number of

dependents. The training allowance schedule is similar to the

allowance schedule of the Department of Manpower and Immigration.

Last year the training costs for native students in teacher education

amounted to just over one=half million dollars -- roughly 5%
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of the total cost of all post-schcol programs, which in itself

amounted to nearly eleven and three-quarter million dollars.

Educational leave may be granted to any teacher, native

or non-native who wishes to improve hisor her prof6ssional

qualifications to teach native children or adults. A lengthy

list of priority courses has been compiled including inter-

cultural education, curriculum development, counselling, Adult

education, teachingEnglish or'French as another language, native

languages, and the like.

Normally, assisted educational leave is 'to the extent

of 50% of the basic salary. Teachers planning to follow courses

in inter-cultural education and curriculum development may be

reccmmended for 75% of their basic salary. In addition the

Education Branch will, support requests for the cost of university

fees, books and supplies, and transportation.

Under a Summer'umme School Assistance Plan, departmental

educational employees, native or non-native, professional and

paraprofessional, together with teachers teaching Indian students

in joint-schools, are eligible, for financial assistance to

attend Summer Schools. Those who follow courses on the priority

list are granted assistance to the amount of ten dollars per day

for each day the course is in session.

Employees taking professional courses outside working

hours are usually recommended for 100% reimbursement.

The EducatiOn Branch is currently conducting a nation-

- wide study into the recruitment, training and certification of

native teachers and paraprofessionals with a view to determining

how the reccmmendations of the policy paper of the National Indian

BrotherbOod can best be implemented. In conducting this study

due attention is paid to the twin principles of INDIAN

IDENTIFICATION OF INDIAN PROBLEMS AND INDIAN SOLUTIONS TO INDIAN

PROBLEMS WITH THE ASSIS'ANCE OF THOSE WHO ARE TO HELP.
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Teacher Education Services as 'Part4of the Main'

The poet John Donne helped many gpcd causes when he

wrote: "No man is. an island,, entire of itself; every man is a,

piece of the continent, a part-of the rain... Any man's death

diminishes ne, because I am involved in Mankind.' And therefore

never send to know for whcm the bell tolls, it tolls for thee."

Where do native teacher education serviced fit in 'as part of

the.main' of Indian Education?

I would like for you to examine with me this chart'--

a concatenation of that which constitutes the material, formal,

efficient and final causes of Indian Education in Federal school

and joint schools.
1

In a concatenation there can be as many pitfalls, as

there are elements to trap and diminish the influence for good

which any one element, for instance, Native Teacher Education,

manifests. Viewed differently each element in this concatenation

could be a powerful source of resuscitation for all the other

elements in this life-giving process of Indian Education.

It has been said that the verb to teach requires.two.

accusatives to be transitive. "I teach the Inuit, Inuit Social

Studies." One must have a professional knowledge of both

accusatives, else the verb "to teach" becomes cuite intransitive

and the learning process is not scientifically and efficiently

activated. ,It is my conviction (with due apology to the grammarians)

that the verb to-"teacher-train" requires at least one direct

object and a concatenation of indirect objects it ls to be fully

transitive. manyof these indirect objects are listed on this

chart. In4teacher-education it seems to me there is no room for

the isolate. It is :not as Rene Descartes said,,, "I think, therefore

4.

I am." We have to update .Descartes and say"We think, therefore

we are." Viewing, ourselves as teacher educators as "part cf the

main" we should frequently ask ourselves such questions as: What

is my relationship with every other element in Indian education?

Do I-involve Indian parents, Indian people as much as possible

. 25
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in what I am endeavoring to do? Is my philosophy of teacher -

education in agreement with an supportive of the Indian philosophy

of Education? To what extent-am I prepared to attend meetings

of district school superintendents, classroom consultants,

conferences of members of Indian Education committees, meetings of

Indian members of provincial school boards, PTA meetings, and the

like, tc discuss native-teacher education? (Do I waste too much

time visiting Regional superintendents looking for supplementary

funds?) To what extent do I work for a better articulation between

the Institute of Native Studies (or its equivalent) and the

Faculty of Education, the Indian bluJational Cultural Centre, the

Indian Education Resource Centre, and in large print, the

expectations of Native parents, in the process of teacher training?

To what extent am I guilty of the heresy of good works in devoting

all of my time to the service of others to the neglect of my

own professional development? What can I do to help the newly

appointed principal, directly or indirectly, who comes on strong

fully dressed to play ice-hockey when the name of the game is

Lacrosse.

One obvious solution to many of the problems, one

added opportunity for service to Indian education would be the

inauguration of a modern Indian educational communications system

which would serve as an enriching blood stream nourishing all the

organic elements which contribute to the functioning of the total

Indian Education process.

What is needed more than anything is a spirit of at-
,

one-ment. Too long has the Indian education service been suffering

from ctnditions of at-two-ment, at-three-ment and even at-four

!tent. Again what we need now more than anything is a spirit of

atonement.

What of the Future?

Before closing I would like to speak very briefly on

one more point. During the last decade or so one of the most

important landmarks in the history of Canadian eddoation has been
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the establishment in many of our larger universities of special

teacher education programs for NatiVe and ncn-Native teachers of

Indian children. In fact, one could say there was a national

movement to provide specialized training in the universities and

teacher colieges for all members of the Indiah .educational

establishment, professional and paraprofessional. Because of the

Indian peoples of Canada prepared a statement of educational

policy and had this statement INDIAN CONTROL OF INDIAN EDUCATION

accepted by the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, this

national Movement has been given a new impetus, an augmented f,

strength, an increased momentLm.

Where (roes all this prcfessional activity ultimately

.Lead to? What are the immediate and ultimate dimensions of

what we are doing?

You know it,is a very pleasant and meaningful exercise

of the imagination to see all the floral emblems of the peoples

of Canada blooming in a garden as vast as Canada. There are

the nines of France, the roses of England, the shamrocks of

Ireland, the thistles of Scotland, the transplanted floral emblems

of other peoples from over one hundred countries, representing

more Ethan forty ethnic groups. Will the fifty flowers which

represent cur firSt citizens, the Indians and the Inuit, continue

to bloom luxuriantly in their rich and exoctic colours and

contime tc give Canada that identity, that differentia, which

cnly they can give. The National Gardener nowadays gives

every assurance that they will. How can We help? The least

part we can play in this as teacher educateis is to help clear

away the underbrush and lei the sunlight in so that the flowers

will grow.

I believe the days are long past when Canada was judged

to be just another racial melting pot. Little lingers in the

minds of people today in terms of such emotionally loaded and

emotTon Tanning words as assimilation, absorption, co-existence,

or integration. In the decades following World War II we had
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already reached that point along the road to national maturity

where there was a, rather widespread acceptance of Canada as a

pluralistic society in which there could be unity without

uniformity. The notion of a pluralistic society, however, is

a static one: it holds little in its meaning which would seek

to eradicate a nationally paralizing racial and cultural isolationism.

Today a more dynamic concept of Canadian society seems to be

emerging - a concept of an organic society whose chief

characteristic is a diversity Of structures, within which pulsates

a more rational and more cohesive unity of national life and

national purpose. With the growing emphasis on multiculturalism,

with the development in Canada of the mostadvanced communication

systems anywhere in'the world (today there is total contact

everywhere), we are now speedily moving towards a most exciting,

a most refreshing juncture in our national life, which can test

perhaps be described as a developing CANADIAN CULTURAL COMMON-

WEALTH, within whibh the whole exists for the perfection of its

parts, within which there is mutual enrichment derived from

diversity.

How will our Native peoples fit into such .a structure?

Parenthetically, one might ask if this concept is not reminiscent

of the idea of the "Confederacy" for many of the tribes in the

olden days? Looking to the future, a pivotal question would

certainly be: How can the perennial values of our first citizens

be enshrined, defended, and perpetuated in this newer concept

of national life and national unity? It could be that what we

are doing here, our concern for Native Teacher Education in

Canada will be more than just a 'little help!

In concluding, Mr. Chairman, may I refer again to what

Aurelien Gill.had to _,ay metaphorically about the need for

properly adjusted shoes. One could be almost certain Mr. Chairman,

Ladies and Gentlemen, because you are here, today, attending

this conference on Native teacher education, that every one of you

would feel equally comfortable in a good pair of shoes, a good

pair of mukluks or a good pair of mocassins.
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UNIVERSITY OF1 ALASKA

The' University of Alaska presentation on-the

Alaska Rural Teacher Training Corps was given by Ray Barnhardt.

Contact people in the program include:

D.M. Murphy
Directort'ARTTC
Alaska State-Operated Schools
650 International Airport Rd.
Anchorage, Alaska 99502

Jack Fr3st
Coordinator, ARTTC'
Grant Hall, Alaska Methodist University
Anchorage, Alaska 99504

Ray Barnhardt
Coordinator, ART'I'C
Department of Education
University of Alaska
College, Alaska 99701

9.

I
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General Questions and,Answers

1. What is the purpose of ARTTC in Alaska?

ARTTC is a-field-centered undergraduate col]ege
program designed to pi4epare teachers who will work in
schools serving the native Villages of Alaska, with
particular emphasis A the preparation of native teachers.

2. Whey emphasize the preparation of native teacherS?

Although the native people have become increasingly
involved;in the education of their children, their involvement
in the school has been largely limited to the role of teacher's
aide. ARTTC is intended to expand native involvement in
education to include full teaching responsibility in the
school classroom. Special attention will be given in the
evaluation of the program to determine if native teachers,
who are familiar with the unique modes of expression and
conceptual orientation of their own people, can improve the
quality of education provided in the'native vil]ages.

3. What is meant by a "field-centered" program?

ARTTC is a field-centered program because a majority
of the training will be conducted on site in the participating
schools and villages. Te4m leaders,"using video tape
recorders, programmed materials, etc., wil] coordinate the
academic and on-the-job training of the team members with
the University and school staff. The field-centered approach
is employed in this program fps several reasons:

a: The adjustment from village to campus ]ife is oft6n
a difficult step for individuals who come from a
different cultural background than that represented
on -most=] campuses;

b. the traditional campus-centered teacher preparation
programs are not designed to cope with the unique
educational problems encountered in native communities;

c. the problems of teaching native children can be most
realistically dealt with in the environment in which
they exist; and

/

d. since there is no prescribed definition or prototyje
of a "native teacher", the ARTTC program is designed
to provide as much freedom as possible for the
indigenous expression_of_the character_of_such a position__in a native village.
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4. How are the teams oomposed?

Each, team consists of four to eight members, along
with a permanent team leader. The team members were selected
and assigned on the basis of criteria established by the
national Teacher Corps and Career Opportunities Program.
Half of the team members have 0-60 semester hours of college
credit and the other half have 60 on more semester hours
of college credit. The team leaders each have an elementary
teaching certificate and previous teaching experience with
culturally different, children, most in the Alaskan bush.

5. How will the training of-the team members be implemented?

The majority of the team members' time will be spent
j. the village, where they will complete approximately three-
f fths of their academic course work, in, conjunction with
thei,r. on -tile -job training in the community and the school,
under the supprvision of the team leader. The remainder
of their time will be spent on the campuses of Alaska'

,Methodist University and the University of Alaska, where
they will enroll in the regular summer sessions to complete
the remaining two-fifths of their academic course work.
Prior to their full-time work in the village, they will
attend_a six-weeks preservice orientation program in Fairbanks.
The ARTTC program .s designed to provide,a Bachelor of
Education degree and a standard elementary teaching
certifiCate upon completion of a 4-year cycle.

6. What will be the function of the ARTTC team in the community?

The team members will coordinate their efforts in
establishing communjty-orien ed programs aimed at serving

ttthe basic educational needs o the community and increasing
the participation of native p ople in the educational
development of their children. Preferably, the team members
will live in the central community, amongst the native
people, so that they can more accurately. assess and interpret
the educational needs, of the community in relation to the
Zormal.educational program of the school.

7. What will be the funct:don of the ARTTC team in the school?

Under the supervision of the team leader and.the
,

cooperating teachers,the team memberS will observe and
participate in the school and classroom as teacher aides
and interns, eventually carrying a full-time classroom
responsibility as a student teacher. They are to perform
dutdes-and-engage in exp-e-ritental activities which will
contribute to the development of their role as teachers. ,.,

in a native community. Their time will' be divided between
the community, the school, and their academic course work.
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Who is responsible for conducting the ARTTC program?

The Alaska'StateOperated Schools is responsible for
the overall administration of the program. The University
of Alaska and Alaska Methodist University have subcontracted
to provide the academic training of the ,team members. The
degrees will be awarded by both institutions, the choice
being left to each team members..

Which Alaskan communities are participating in the ARTTC program?

The following villages will participate in the first
year of the program:

Krigooh, Bethel, Fort Yukon, Metlakatla, Nondalton,
Noorvik,'Nulato, Point Hope, Tanana, Togiak.

10. What contribution can ARTTC make to improve, the quality of
A laska Native education?

Several areas'of potential. impact are possible:

a. native involvement in education will, be increased and -

the school apd community will be brOught closer together
in their educational efforts;

b. the school curriculum will be examined with regard
to its adaptation to the unique circumstances of native
living and appropriate accommodation's will be encouraged;

c. the teacher training'programs of the Universities
and the teacher certification regulations of the State
will be reviewed and petitions for revisions will be
submitted where changes are necessary to allow for the
differences that emerge between the competencies required
for "white teachers" and those which best meet the needs
of-"native teachers "; and

d. new progrects-and techniques of instruction employing,
a variety of resources will be developed during the
course of the program, which will have implications
for training beyond the desighof the Alaska Rural Teacher
Training Corps.
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DESCRIPTION OF ARTTC

A. Program Information

a. Performance Objectives

1. To establish an alternative cross-cultural teacher

preparation program at the Alaska universities designed to prepare

teachers to meet the needs of all elementary students, but with

particular emphasis on the children of rural Alaska.

2. To graduate in a teacher preparation degtee program,

sixty persons who might not otherwise enter or pursue careers in

teaching.

3. To test and prove a system by which college degree

programs. can be provided to persons in communities away from, and

often remote from, the university campus.

4. To establish a system in Aich community citizens

participate in the governance of the ARTTC project and function

as resources to project development to the extent of their interest

and willingness.

5. Teams in each community will: provide within their

ability to provide, educational opportunities and activities which

the Citizens of the communities state a need or desire for, outside

of the formal school program.

b. Current Lejel oNFtriding:

Teach# Corps $270,975
Careef. Opportunities Program 162,000
Johnson O'Malley 84,160
Alaska State General Funds 503,000

. $1,020,235

c. The Current Termination Date of Program:

,Cycle 7 - Ends June 30, 1974

It is planned that the Alaska Legislature will be asked

to:prov.de State funds-in-the-amount-of-$784,390-for-implementation

of the cross-cultural Teacher Education Program inAhe Field Centers

selected and formed this year. A proposal for a grant to provide

financial. assistance to the incumbent-low-income and minority

(Eskimo and Indian) Corpsmen to enable them to continue their

36
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.undergraduate training to the Bachelor of Education degree by

June 30, 1976 will be prepared for submittal to T.C. and C.O.P.

d. Unique Aspects of the Program:

When the first ARTTC Corpsmen graduated in 1972, the

number of certificated Eskimo and Indian teachers in the State

school system was doubled., Upon graduation of the Native Ccrpsmen

currently beginning their senior year, this number will again be

almost tripled.

Year Number of Native Certificated Teachers in Alaska

1968 6.
1972 12 (1st graduates of ARTTC)
1973 13 (1 ARTTC graduate)
1974 35 (projected incumbent graduates)

The Native people who are moving into careers in edUcation

are largely older than the usual university student body and Many

cannot attend a campus program due to financial conditions and

family status (spouses and children). Further the cultural bridge

between that of the villap and that of the urban scene and campus

is great. History shows_that an extremely low percentage of

Native students successfully complete higher education on campus.

(1.4% in 1968). The percentage has increased over the past few

years and may be estimated as high_as 10-15%. (Alaska Natives and

the Land, Federal Field Committee, 1968). The retention rate-in

the program is greater than 80%.

The cross-cultural emphasis is key to the program. Teachers

educated in campuses remote from the field, by instructors who

have-little or no knowledge and understanding of the needs and

problems of culturally different people, fail to provide an

adequate elementary and secondary education for the children of

these minorivy cultures. By any measure, the Native children of

-abka have adequdtely prepared to;live and compete

in the more modern society nor have they been prepared to remain

in their villages to follow the Native ways if they so choose. They

are inbetween. The teachers cannot be totally blamed for their
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inadequacies--they are products of universities which tend to be

insensitive, or at least incapable of dealing vith, the educational

and life needs of our culturally different citizens. The ARTTC

program trains Native teachers, trains non-Natives in Native

environments and illumlnates university faculty and administrations

in the critical matters relating to the understanding of rural,

Native traditions, ways, beliefs, life styles, and aspirations.

Further,,the progran provides a political v3hicle by which the

Natiive citizens of the villages of the State can better understand.

tLekr educational system and exert their rights to determine the

nature ,and quality of the teacher for their children and the

ed cational curriculum that best fits their needs.

Another aspect relates to discovery of how culturally

cr"ferent children learn. As children learn, so do the student

I

t achers; and as they, learn, so do university faculty and the

a ministrations of the school systems and universities.

A final unique aspect is discovering the means by which

h'ghar education can be provided to people fn small communities

ften as far as 1500 miles from the campus. It has been successful

in the context of ARTTC where the higher education program is being.

adequately delivered to ten teams of students in communities well

spread over 500,000 square miles and 2,200 miles apart at the extremes.

B. Views and Recommendations

1. Teacher Corps and Career Opportunities Program Should Be

Continued -- Funding Should be Increased or at least Maintained.

a. Categorical funding provides for beacons in the sea of

revenue Sharing. There must continue unique refopm programs which

identify the areas of special need and provide for applied research

to show the way, either through success or failure.

"Place- holding" should be no less than to provide financial

assistance to students who need it and who are willing to dedicate

a part of their time and lives to. the exploration of says in which

teacher preparation can be improved so that, in turn, the education
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ttf minority, low-income and culturally different people can be

improved. The states, if federal commitment is present, should

provide for program operation through theiuniversities and public

school systems. Federal .commitment, in program and financial

form, provides for:a focus of state legislative attention.

The program objectives are being met in ARTTC as follows:

1. In April, 1973, the University of Alaska Central Regional

Council and Statewide Instructional Council approved the integration

of a cross-cultural teaches education program into the curriculum

of the, university. The Council, representing the instructional-

program of the statewide university system, agreed to support the

transition of ARTTC into regional teacheretraining centers, five Or.

six of which will be located throughout Ole Stables The University

of Alaska will take aver the cross-cultural teacher yreparation

program from ARTTC in fall, 1974. Preparations for the transition

will be made during this fiscal year. During this time the sites

for the education field centers will be chosen, staff recruited,

and an instructional program designed. In addition, fiscal planning

will take place to provide for the shifting of funds from theARTT.C.

project administration to the education field centers.

2. This 'spring, twenty-four i'reshmen completed their first year of

college, eight sophomores became juniors, and twenty juniors moved

into their ,senior year. Prior to the summer session one new intern

will be added to the teams at Point Hope, Nondalton, Fort Yukon,
4

and Noorvik, primarily to replace attrition. Twenty-four interns will

have graduated by the end of fall semester, 1973. di

3. During the 1972-73 academic year the following courses were

developed and delivered especially for ARTTC undergraduates:
S - .

Education in Alaska (U. of A.) .. -

Introduction to-American-Government (A.M.U.) .

Communications Skills (fall and spring, A.M.U.)-
-Alaska Native Politics (U. of A.)
Introduction of Psychology (AMU,-SlIeldos Json College)
Child Development (U. of A.) .

Elementary School Music Methods (U. offA.)
Teachings of Reading (U. of J1)



Speech for the Classroom Teacher (U. of A.)
Cultural Foundations of Education (U. of A.)

0

Two instructors from the faculty of the University of Alaska

Department of Education taught courses for ARTTC. In the initial

two years of ARTTC, education courses were taught by non-faculty

instructors. Two other courses (Speech and Music) were designed

and taught by the faculty members from the University of Alaska.

Three courses were instructed by A.M.U. faculty. University

faculty who teach for ARTTC gain a better knowledge of both ARTTC

and rural Alaska. Whenever possible with.n budgetary limitations,

faculty, members teaching ARTTC courses visited teams in their

hone villages. The insights acquired during these visits' not

only improved the delivery of coursework, but also.introduced

instructors to the concept of field-centered cross- cultural education.

'Written, audio-taped, and video taped instruction was
,

used extensively to implement the course;;. Instructors learned

through experimentation and feedback from students which media

were most appropriate for their respective courses.

During the Senior and Graduate Conference held in March,

,11973, the graduates expressed a need for specific instruction in

techniques of classroom organization and management'. Immediate

_steps were taken to include this instruction concurrently with

student teaching during fall semester, 1973. Lesson plahning

and classroom discipline are examples of the topics to be included

in this 12 credit student teaching block.

4. Each of the ten ARTTC sites has a seven member community panel

composed of the following persons:

-- a representative from the school board
-- a member of the village council
-- a representative from the ARTTC team
-- the ARTTC team leader
-- a representative of the school teaching staff
-- the school prircipal
-- a community, council representative

Community panels set criteria, for entry into the program,

re.cruited,,interviewed, and selected all new corpsmembers added
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to the program in' spring, 1972.

The panels also reviewed the FY 74 proposal amendments

and project Agreements which were submitted to Teacher Corps and

Career Opportunities Program in February, 1973.

In addition, the panels periodically review the progress

of interns and recommend personnel actions.

The program has thus become quite decentralized

operationally. ARTTC has provided an example of the process of

decentralization and also provided insights into the accountability

of village citizens relating to program operations. It has helped

community citizens to better understand the school and its role

in the community and the teaching staff to better understand'the

people of the village. The functional community council composed

of one member from each site, set priorities for the expenditure

of budget monies received from Teacher Corps, Career Opportunities

--Programi and the State Legislature. Even though the Legislative

allotment was cut by $194,000, they prioritized expenditures so

that no sites would'be eliminated and no interns or other

personnel discontinued. The council did a very capable and

commendable jcb of setting approprite priorities.

5. Teams 3n all sites provide numerous extracurricular activities

for the school Chilcren and communities. In Nondalton, the team

spnsur-s-a-pre-zchool. In Togiak'the team members teach photography

and cross - country skiing. In Tanana, the team leader acted.as

coach of the high school basketball team, a team member coached junior

varsity basketball, another team member was cheerleader advisor,

and others-were tutors and active members of the parent-teacher

association. The Nulato team has one member on the community

council and two corpsmembers on the school board, es well as a

corpsmember on the Title I Advisory Board. In addition, the

Nulato team started a school-community library. Bethel team

members acted as translators for the Bethel CoUncil on the Arts,

worked in the Bethel Receiving Home, and assisted in the Bethel

Day Care Center. Two interns in Point Hope worked to establish
O
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a community library. Another is undertaking a project to record

in writing, and on audio and video tape, the hUnting and

butchering of the bowhead whale. The Noorvik.team provided

assistance with Adult Basic Education classes, maintained a

girls teen club, provided tutoring, started a library, and coached

the Jr. High basket ball team. Angoon interns work with'he

local Head Start program, sing in the community choir, assist

the Adult Basic Education teacher, and act as officers in the

local Native associations. In Fort Yukon, several team members

worked to develop a community school, others worked in cooperation

with the Public Health Service to proVide health service information

to community residents. Interns in Metlakatla havesorganized

a women's town basketball team, worked with junior league basketball,

and are active in P.T.A. and local politics. In addition, all

team members are part of the Metlakatla Volunteer Fire Department.

The team also initiated a youth-tutoring-youth program, using

high school students to assist elementary students.

2. Effect of the Program on School Reform

a. Impact on Pro'ect Schools

It took two years for ,ARTTC to be understood and accepted

by school teaching staff and administrators who, at this time,

wonder how it was,befor,e the program started. A dependence on

the program prevails in the ten schools where it operates, yet

a sense of threat remains at some locations: "Are these Native

teachers going to successfully compete for my job?" This is the

thought of the insecure who fer that minority teachers will have

the edge in teacher selection in villages where all the citizens

are Native. Perhaps.' But, also, without this fear it's possible

that some teachers will never make the effort to concern themselves

with village attitudes, politics, and desires. When community

evaluation and selection of teachers comes to reality, those who

will remain are those who can cope with culturally different

people and communities and teach and develop an educational program

to meet local needs. ARTTC has provided a large push in this
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direction and has not shied away frOm the "politics" of)linority

education. The popularity and support of ARTTC by the communities

and Native organizations has demonStrated to the school system the

nature of the program, the attitude toward local control and the

system of management that go a long way in developing support

of the citizenry. ARTTC students are exploring and operationalizing

'different modes and methods,of teaching and relating to minority

children. There is much emphasis in the affective areas of

learning. ARTTC has initiated Youth Tutoring Youth programs and has

demonstrated the effectiveness of local school/community coalitions

in educational development and curriculum change.

b. Teacher Training Institutions

The most significant reform in teacher preparation at

Alaska's universities has been as a result of the prograir. The

Proposal sor 8 Field-Centered Cross- Cultural Teacher Education

Program in Alaska (See Appendix) is a direct outgrOwth-CT-ARTTC--

(See Cycle 7 Amendments, pps. 9-20, August, 1972). The "Proposal"

appended is an internal document submitted to the University of

Alaska academic hierarchy and approved thereby. (Appendix not

given for this report) The second step was approval by the Northern

Instructional CounCil and the third was approval by S.W.I.C., the

Statewide Instructional Council. This final approval was in

April, 1973.. The approved-proposal provides the -go- ahead -for

selection of°5-6 Education Field Centers and the development of

the cross-cultural teacher education programs to take place therein.

T:ey will serve the rural populace of the State. The process for

site (community) selection for the Centers and the laying of their

foundations is the topic of a proposal submitted by ARTTC to the

Johnson O'Malley Review Committee. This was funded under Johnson

O'Malley on September 7, 1973. The Committee is made up of

representatives,from the Native Regional Corporations of the State.

Approval of the Unique grant is not only a statement of wishes by

the Native Organizations but a vote of confidence in ARTTC.
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c. Equal Opportunity for Low Income Students

The improvement or enhancement of educational opportunities

for children as a result of an undergraduate teacher preparation

program cannot be measured in quantitative terms and, probably,

cannot be measured at all. The forces acting upon children in

the classroom cannot be isolated and attributed to a single source

although to a large degree they emanate from the supervising

teacher and, to a lesser degree, from the undergraduate student.

It is important to note that children in the schools

where ARTTC functions are predominantly Natives, either EskiMo cr

Indian, (95%). The supervising teachers are predominantly white

(995) and the corpsmen are predominantly Native (90%). It is

reasonable to assume the existence cf stronger child-corpssen

bonds than normally would exist between children and teachers

who are facially and culturally different from each other. There

is talk of pride in heritage of Native Americans and emphasis in

developing identity for children, of-self-regard and the need for

model adults of the same race and culture as the children. These

matters need not be measured to knoW if they exist and efforts

to measure quantitatively might well injure or destroy their

very existence. To date the Native children have seen the Native

corpsmen as yet student teachers and still the second person in

the classroom. Even that is a position to aspire to but, predictably,

when the corpsmen is a certificated teacher the position of 'the

model will be enhanced.

d. Teacher Performance, Placement Retention

ARTTC is an undergraduate program so its first graduates

have been teaching for a little over a year. There is little

empirical evidence yet available regarding the qualities of its

graduates. However, subjective community support indicates

profound satisfaction with these new teachers. Some graduates

have moved into positions in educational administration in the

Native Regional Organizations and program management.
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e. Community Responsibility in Education

This has been the area of the most significant

development.

During the ,first year of the program (1970-71) the

initial determination to establish program and team identity with

the community was so great that results were detrimental. That

is, the program seemed generally'to be considered by village school

staff and some regional superintendents as separate from the

system, a potential for carrying stories out of the school to

the community,a group who might polarize the community against

the school, and at least a program of late comers attempting to

change an educational system they knew clothing about. To a

large'degree, the fault lay with the zealous program effort to

establish communications and rapport with the community, an event

which is rare between programs and villages in Alaska. Unfortunately,

this to serve-to further alienate some teams,

and the program in general, from the schools.

At a meeting in early spring, the first attended by team

leaders, superintendents, principals, and program administration,

the concer4s and problems were candidly expressed and solutions

sought. Basically, school staff wanted more involvement and

say program activities and school staff, administration and

team leaders sought greater local control in partnership with

the community. The first community panels made up of representatives

of village organizations (school board, village council), the

teaching staff, school administration and team were formed. Panels

of this composition in Alaska villages are unique. The ten panels

set criteria for entry into the program, recruit, interview

and select. Subsequently they review performance both of

corpsmen and team leaders, recommend all personnel actions and

ultimately evaluate and recommend senior corpsmen for teacher,

certification.

It is unlikely the panels will expand their activities

to include performance evaluation ,of teachers and subsequent
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recommendations for personnel action. The Willingness of team

leaders to 5ccept thiS demonstrates their commitment to community

control and program philosophies and further deepens the

relationships with parents and communities. Teachers may follow

this example but it is improbable.

Each community has elected a representative to the

decision-making ARTTC Community Council. The representative is

also a member of the local ARTTC panel and functions as liaison

with the school board and other local organizations as appropriate.

Of the ten community representatives on the Council, four are

elected to the policy-making Consortium."

It is important to emphasize that many corpsmen are

lifelong residents of the villages where the program exists. The

student by day may be the city clerk or village council member

by night. The teams, and therefore the program, have become a

relatively inseparable part cf the community and its affairs.

f. Long -Range Outlock for Permanent Change

The embodiment of the ARTTC model /philosophy /method in

the university systems in the State provides for a significant

and long lasting change in teacher preparation. The program will

end its "special-demonstration-experimental" status and become

--a regular offeringIt will not repla6e the "traditional" on-

oampui program but will co-exist With it. The writer's prognosis

is that the latter will become like the former when all can see

the improvement.

3. Anticipated Dislocations if the Program is Phased Out by
July 1.2...25a.

a. Momentum for Change,

ARTTC planned its end simultaneously with planaing its

beginning. All programs should do' so, but few do. Therefore,

new teacher education programs established in the universities will

transcend the end of the program. That is, the program will cease

its "project" identity and become a regular offering of the two

universities. Its identity as an alternative degree program in
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education will remain because of the support such an alternative

enjoys among the Native communities and organizations and the

trust its has engendered in the offices of the Governor and Budget

and Management and in the Legislature.

b. Special Populations Served

The Native.people of Alaska are in a stage of rapid

transition. The Land Claims'Settlement Act has placed upon them

a demand for leadership in public administration, business

administration, law, politics, management, social services, and

education. Education is the most visible professional career

to village people at this time. They see the teacher as a 'model'

for their children, yet the 'model' has always been,white. A position

as a teacher is much sought after but, beforelARTTC, even that

seemed remote and inaccessible. This has changed. Also, the

manpower needs in the professions are, and can be, filled from

the ranks of those who major in education with an emphasis in

cross-cultural relationships and understanding and a strong base

in the liberal arts.

c. Project Staff and Participants

The major dislocation will be leaving some 25 students

half way through their undergraduate education. These are low

income and predominantly Native people, some of who can support

themselves through loans and BIA grants. However, most cannot.

Approximately $150,000 will be required for each of the two years

after June 30, 1974 to provide stipends and dependents support

for those who began in ARTTC two years ago and who will have

completed their sophomore year.

d. Program Continuity

The State of Alaska ha. 'or four years. been the major

contributor to the support of th program, each year providing

more than 50% (and up to 60%) of the total program funds. The

State, through the State university, will likely continae support

of the operation of the Education'Field Centers. The urban school

districts will likely support similar activities to meet their,
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needs in training minority persons to teach. However, direct

financial assistance to students who must live mostly in their

home villages and support families is unsettled. At state/

federal joint commitment, as in the past, is necessary.

4. School Reform Package

Priority: Teacher preparation is a top priority in.

Aldska or in any state or area where the income level, race, or

cuiturc 'of the children is different from that of the teachers,

or university faculty who train teachers. The teacher who is

unknowledgeable'about the children, the parents, and the culture

of the community in which he or she teaches tends to be ineffective.

The feeling of ineffectiveness results in teacher self-criticism,

insecurity, or apathy. Thus; no one is adequately served.

The ARTTC program, as it is now operating, would'be

intrinsic in \any school reform package. Teacher Corps/C.O.P.

as a whole is a viato.e model \which has had, in the view of ARTTC

personnel, a singular drawback: the hard focus on the development

of competency-based education. Teacher Corps management has

exhibited 'sufficient flexibility to enable the Alaska project to

develop in the most appropriate manner, but it's possible that the

,reason is Alaska's remoteness from Washington and the air of

Mystique that allows ARTTC to forge thp program most suited to

Alaska's needs. Thus, a controversial methodology requires

expenditure of energy and funds which could be better put to

studying, and then operationaliling from 'what is learned, a student-
.

focused, culturefocused, experiential program and curriculum.

a. Preventative programs should take precedent over 'cure'

programs (in- service), but not to the exclusion of in-service.

If the project excludes as a component the bringing-in of

incumbent teachers and administrators in a formal fashion then

it will fail due to the feelings of exclusion by current staff

at all levels. The critics must be encouraged or enjoined to

participate. The Rarticipation in a pre-service program then

serves as an important in-service component for incumbent staff.
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. b. Training of .Administrators will in most cases be

resisted by the, administrators who usually feel that tAey are

adequately educatdd and informed by thiS stage in their careers.

Thus, training cannot be initially formalized until.it is self-

initiated.1 It may be self-initiated or requested at the point

in the progress; of any training program for instructional staff

at which administrators feel they must become involved or b

left behind--educationally, operationally, or politically.

5. The most s rious weakness in the present administration of the

program on the national level is a lack of continuity in staff and

staff positions. In part this results from the insecurity of

not knowing what new policies poftend for he program as a whole.

Regionalization is idealogically good but creates not only a lack

of continuity but places people in generalist positions where

specializations are needed dde to differences'in programs

addressing different populaces. For example, teacher preparatiori

projects meeting the needs of children on Indian reservations

are unlike projects relating to the rural poor or the migrant

workers or the inner-city populace.

It is difficult in a regional office of O.E. to staff in

a manner which delegates each of these special concerns solely to

one or two resAn.,lible specialists._ This should be aspired to

by Regional Offices.

Unlike a year ago, it's difficult to point to a specific

area where the Alaska program needs improvement since it seems to

be achieving the goals and objectives, amended as.necessary as

part of the process. The improvement is more a matter of establishing

as e regular, on-going alternative teacher education program the

operation* which have been developr!ental up to this time. There is

every reason to assume now that this will occur by the end of

this program year. Thus, the projeft will no loriger be limited

to a'few undergraduate students in a single district but will be

available to all who choose the alternative university offering,

including the paraprofessional employees of the BIA and other.
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school districts in the State who have thus far had limited

access to their own professional development.

D.M. Murphy, Director
Alaska Rural Teacher Training Corps
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COMMENTS 3Y AN ARTTC GRADUATE

- Cecilia Uiroan

Most of my formal education, part of my grade school,

and all of my high school were at a parochial school run by

Ursulines and Jesuits. Some of our ways of life were integrated

into the curriculum.' Artifacts', we had our own kind of foods,

Eskimo dancing, and we spoke our language on the school grounds.

Right from a small high school, where most of our needs; cultural

and otherwise, were taken care of, I, went c,f_nto a large university.

There I encountered many difficulties. Most of all I sensed a

great loss. In high school, I was treated like a human who

had"feelings and identity. In the university I'was tagged with'

a number. The university, professors, dorm life, and different

activities were all geared for one who had grown up in a white,

middle class society - with hardly any of the warm human feelings

that we were used to in cur small villages. So, after two

years of struggling through the impersonality of a regular

university education, I dropped out. So do many of the students

from rural communities. Before graduation, 85% of the rural

students drop out.

Then I heard about a new prcgram called the Alaska

Rural Teach-ar° Training Corps -at first it was just called tea er

corp..s I'll come +,o that later. Anyway, I was at first hesitant

and thought that it was just like any prcgrard that "they" brought

to Native people, with nothing but administering from a far off

we did not strictly follow "their" guidelines, it

would cause disebritent on "their" part and they wouldn't even

think about us.

But, at that time I was looking for something,.so I

thought I would just try it to see how it was. I was surprised!

ILO
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This was a different program. It had human beings in it that

were concerned about us. We we:e put together into working teams

with the help of the administrators.

All of us from different teams got together at airbanks

for six weeks and really got to know each other. Administrators

and interns alike. .We, the interns chose our own program title,

and generally got the overall picture of the program besdes

longrange plans while we were in the program...requirements,

majors, and other things that we needed to do. We returned to

our sites, and the team I was participant of, was located in. Bethel.

We at once got involved in the school, and community activities,

home visits, getting to know different agencies, and many other

aspects that were present in our particular communities.

P Things weren't always serious....fun in learning even,

with adults can add a bit that could cause a little more motivation.

We had our problems and the go9d thing was that we ironed them out,

most of the time, just among ourselves. There were times we got

together and solved the whole world's problems, especially cultural

problems in half an hour, but at other times we thought cultural

problems in education and life we unsolvable.

The iMportant things which I think made the program a

success for all of us were:

1. Good administrators- -ones who weren't the stereotype. Our

administrators and team leaders became one of us rand we became

one of them. We learned,they taught. We taught and they learned.

They were not only concerned about us, they were with us. One

example....The Bethel team leader, at first, was an administrator.

Formal, tie, suit, and serious attitude. The team went, "Ch no:"

But we decided at the beginning to talk to him and we did. He

was mature enough to listen to us and became one of us, happy,

informal', and the tie was loo,sened and came off. Our base

administrators were also'human they listened and learned, taught,

and were informal. They were happy..,good administrators.
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2. A certain degree of autonomy. When, things came, up that

concerned us or would affect us, we were ASKED and as much as

possible our wishes were f011owed.

3. Internopennessthe interns helped each other with course

work, problems and in other everyday living things like working

together to fix up an office, helping to get someone settled in

a new house. Even after fiercely arguing about'cultural differences

in education, we ended up as better friends than before. Of

course, things always did not work out that way, but most of the

time. We had to`fit and adjust to a certain community and to work

with a certain team that did not'happen, we were transferred

,if the other teams would accept us.

4. Relevant course work. The course work we were required to

take had our ways.of life integrated into it. It wasn't geared

for a teaicher who_would teach in a white, middle class classroom.

The regular' university often offers courses that in actual

experif-nce of teaching are meaningless. We had a little of that.

5. Community involvement,,Our learning. Was relevant and

experience and learning went hand in hand. The community waS

considered in our courses. We were involved and-the oemmunity

was involved in our work.

6. Good pdliticians One of our coordinators was smart enough

not to let us be bogged down with political problems. Of course

we had to follow guidelines but there was enough leeway for us

also to be autonomous and creative.

The_program wasn't pure heaven but it was enough for

most Of us to stick with it and graduate. We are now on our own.

A lot of us feel gratitude towards our coordinators and team

leaders for the understanding, willingness'to listen, open mindedness,

and sinceritc-. A lot more programs like th:t;, not only in

education, are Deeded. Too often there is too much formality,

impersonality and irrelevance for programs in rural communities.

This program struck through all of this jungle to find

the person, ourselves and helped us to get through.to a degree
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program that would be informal, personal and relevant to ourselves

and our rural communities.

I would strongly encourage,all of you, who have

influence on programs that are geared for rural people or people

of a different or minority culture, to be openminded, to LISTEN

to the people you are supposed to be working for. If you do,
1

you may just find that you 'will accomplish more in a short time,

than other organizations who have been trying for, the past one

hundred years.

.
Thank you.

(
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PROPOSAL

for

A FIELD-CENTERED, CROSS CULTURAL TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Unj.versity of Alaska has, in recent years,

participated in a variety of programs aimed at improving the

quality of education in rural Alaska. This participation has

Usually been in the form of training and/or research' as a

supportime_service to various agencies and school districts in

the State.

Recent examples of such services are:

1. The Alaska Rural School Project (ARSP) which began operation

in 1966 for the purpose of orienting new teachers to the

unique teaching environment in rural Alaska and conducting

research relating to teacher selection and orientation

processes (c.f. Orvik - "Teacher Survival in an Extreme

Environment")

2. Since 1970, the University of Alaska, in cooperation with

Alaska Methodist University and under contract with Alaska

State Operated Schools, has been conducting training through

the Alaska Rural Teacher Training Corps (ARTTC), a field-

centered undergraduate teacher education program designed to

explore and develop teacher training techniques appropriate

to the needs of Alaska's multicultural population. The

training of native teachers has been a particular concern

of this program.

3. The bilingual*programs in Alaska have relied heavily on the

University of Alaska for direction and support in the areas of

linguistic studies, materials development, and professional

training. The Alaska Native Language Center and the Eskimo

Language have been outgrowths of these increasing

demands.

4. The most recent development at the University of Alaska in

response to the pressing demand for the improvement of education



in the State has beta the establishment of the Center for

Northern Educational Research (CNER) in Fairbanks. The

purpose of the Center is to link educational institutions

at all levels more closely with the communities and provide

for the research necessary to enable a better understanding

of the complex processes of developing human resources through

education.

Each of the programs and services described above has

been developed and operated somewhat independently, in response

to the needs and conditions that existed at the, time of inception.

As these programs, along with numerous other forces, have made

their impact on the educational environment in the State, the

educational needs and priorities of the State have changed. Also,

the experience gained through operation of the various programs

provides a better understanding of the most effective means to

meet, the needs that emerge. In response to existing and projected

needs, and based upon the accumulated experience of past and

present programs, we submit this proposal to consolidate the

'resources of the Alaska Rural School Project and the Alaska Rural

Teacher Training Corps and develop a statewide teacher education

program through the establishment of six regional Education Field

Centers.

Implementation Phase, 1973-1974

In August, 1973, the University of Alaska, Alaska Rural

Teacher Training Corps program received an $84,000 Johnson -

O'Malley grant to pursue the development of Education Field Centers

to provide the following services:

1. to provide preservice training for persons seeking to

become teachers (as currently provided through the Alaska Rural

Teacher Training Corps);

2. to provide, training for persons seeking paraprofessional

roles in education (i.e. teacher aide, bilingual aide, headstart

teacher, etc.);
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3. to provide inservice and graduate training for persons

currently involved in, education related programs (including

orientation training as provided by the Alaska Rural School Project);

4. to establish experimental programs and conduct research

relating to prevailing educational issues (to be provided through

the auspices of the Center for Northern Educational Research).

The ARTTC Consortium will serve as the steering

committee for the implementation phase. Their first responsibility

will be to establish the regional areas to be serviced by the

field centers. The primary criteria for the determination of

the regional service areas will be the ethnic and geographic

distribution of the rural communities. Once the regions have been

established, the planning coordinator (provided through the JOM

funds) will convene a meeting of all,vested interests in each

region (community and school representatives, Regional Native

Corporation representatives, University representatives, and

representatives from other concerned agencies) for the purpose

of selecting the,site to be designated as the "Education Field

Center" for that region.

After the field center sites have been selected, a

fieldstationed University Coordinator for each region will begin

setting up the procedures and mechanisms for the operation of

each field center. The field center program will adopt the

operational model developed for the Alaska Rural Teacher Training

Corps, with a regional panel governing matters of local interest

and a statewide consortium representing the involved parties

(similar to present ARTTC consortium) serving as a steering committee

for overall program operation. :Responsibility for statewide

coordination of the field centers will rest with the University

of Alaska in Fairbanks.

Field Center Operations, 1974-75

The Education Field Centers will begin operation July 1, 1974.

At that time, training currently provided through the Alaska Rural

Teacher Training Corps and the Alaska Rural School Project will
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become a function of the field centers.

The University Field Coordinators will be selected by the

consortium on the basis of field experience and training in some

area of cross-cultural education. The coordinator will be

responsible for developing and coordinating the various

instructional activities provided by each center. In addjtion,

an assistant coordinator (equivalent to an ARTTC team leader) will

be selected by each regional panel to work with the coordinator

in establishing a close working relationship with the various

communities in the region. Such a person must be intimately

familiar with the respective area in which he works.

The instructional program for each field center will

be developed to meet the needs of that region, under-the guidance

of the regional panel. As a statewide program, the instructional

materials and resources developed at each center will be available

to all the other centers, so that duplication of effort and

materials can be kept to a minimum. Through the use of video

and audio tape and other media techniqUes, each field center as

well as the main university campuses will develop and share

instructional materials and resources and make themkavaijable

to the broadest possible audience. ThrOugh linkages with

existing Community College and Extension Center activities,

meaningful programs at the undergraduate and graduate level will

be made available to virtually every community in the State.

Specific functions of an Educational Field Center will

be as follows:

1. to provide an undergraduate program for persons seeking a

paraprofessional or professional career in education. Such

a program wil3 include on-site training in the home community,

supervised work at the field center location, and on-campus

urban experience through an urban field center. This training

will be particularly adapted to meet the needs of persons

working as teacher aides, bilingual instructors or headstart

teachers who wish to work toward certification. In addition,
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full-time students will study at the-field center under the

supervision of the field coordinator, comparable to the

present ARTTC training program.

2. to provide graduate level preservice orientation and in-
.

service training to educational personnel in each region.

Workshops and other programs of instruction will be made

available both at the field center location and in the

outlying communities. This training will be gearedlto the

expressed needs of the schools and communities in each

region, In addition, a resource library will be developed

for each region and made available for continued use by

teachers and other interested persons.

3. to develop experimental programs and conduct research aimed

at mproving the educational services available in the rural

communities. All such activities will be carried out only

with the approval of the regional panel and the participating

school and community.

Urban Field Center

In addition to the rural field centers, Alaska Methodist

University, under contract with the University of Alaska, will

develop an urban field center in Anchorage for the purpose of

providing rural students with an opportunity for an urban

training experience, and making training related to teaching

a multicultural population available to edu,cators in the urban

community. In this way,, each university will deve2op specialized

resources to meet the particular needs in the domain they serve, and

they will maintain the mutually beneficial cooperative relationship

established in the ARTTC program. The training developed in

this program will also be available to the Fairbanks community

through the statewide coordinator's office at the University of

Alaska Fairbanks. Resqurces of all branches of the University

of Alaska, as well as those of other agencies and groups in the

State ( i.e. school districts, Native corporations, state agencies),

will be drawn upon where appropriate to insure the highest quality
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program possible.

Budget

The proposal outlined above has been the result of

several years of planning and experimental activity aimed at

producing a viable, long-term statewide program geared to the

specific educational needs of Alaska's multicultural population.

The proposal has been reviewed and sanctioned by the ARTTC

consortium, made up of representative:, of most of the principal

groups that will be affected by it. The Northern Regional Council

and the Statewide Instructional Council of 'the University of

Alaska have expressed their approval of the proposal, though

a internal administrative relationships remain to be worked out.

The proposal does not represent a request for new

funds, but rather a consolidation of funds previously allocated

to separate programs and agencies. State funds formerly requested

by Alaska State Operated Schools as prime contractor for the ARTTC

program are now included in the attached budget request. The

University of Alaska will sub-contract with Alaska Methodist

University for portions of the program operation, similar to the

previous arrangement between ASOS and the universities. This

budget includes only funds for program operation. Stipends and

scholarships for intern support will be sought from Federal sources.

In addition, participating school districts will be requested to

absorb some operational costs, such as provisions for office and

instructional space.

Participants in tphe various programs offered through the

field centers will be required'to pay tuition, except those

students who are enrolled full time under a special support status,

such as t'he present ARTTC interns.

The attached budget also includes funds previous13',

utilized in the operation of the Alaska Rural School Project.

The field centers will make available ongoing preservice and in-
,

service training in each region, as an extension of the services

formerly offered by the ARSP. In addition, the field centers will

be the focus of other professional and paraprofessional activities.
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UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA

The University of Alberta presentation on the

Intercultural Education Program was p-2esented by Carl Urion.

Contact person in this program is:

Carl Urion
Intercultural Education Program'
Dept. of Educational Foundations
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alta.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS

_____DRRCULT_URAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Intercultural Education Program is designed to

provide prospective. teachers with a background in social science

and language skills in order to facilitate teaching in situations

where other cultures prevail. A majority of the students

involved in the program are interested preparing to teach

in Native Canadian communities, and course work and practice

reflect this orientation.

The program became fully operational for the first time"..,

in 1967. It represented then a response to the call from Native

leaders to train teachers who might be more sensitive to

.cultural differences than they would havelbeen had they restricted

theMselves to the'normal preparatory experiences for teaching.

Continually changing or redefined needs dictate a flexible

program, and we are constantly involved in adapting to those

0 needs and reevaluating the program. For example, on the one

hand there is a need for more work to be done in the field of

international education, and for study in such broad theoretical

areas as transcultural communication; and on the other there is

the need'for continually more specificity as specific demands,

e.g. the need for more Native teachers in Native classrooms, are

to be met.

The program is administered in the Department of

EducatiOnal Foundations, but is an interdepartmental concern.

A full time coordinator chairs an interdisciplinary committee.

Because of this broad base, new courses in the departments of

Religion, Anthropology, Educational Foundations and Elementary

Education have been offered, which focus upon Canadian Natives,

And the committee has been influential in several areas, for

example in the decision five years ago to

62
accept Native languages
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as languages of matriculation at the University.

Preparation in the area of intercultural education

is not a "major". It constitutes an additional_area_of

preparation beyond subject area or level specialization.

Emphasis is riot upon formal completion of the program, but upon

making use of the resources--course work, practica, and on-campus

activities - -made available in the program. The number of

students who formally complete the program is not large--about

15 this past year--but theinumber of students involved in some

significant measure is about 80 to'100 each year. About 9 Native

students are formally associated with the program this year,

and several others are involved in some measure.

Course work consists of two full courses in a core

of social science and applied linguistics, and two full course

options, preferably in a specific culture area, e.g. Cree language,

History of Native Education in Canada. The requirements for

practica may be met in a variety of ways: previous experience,

volunteer work, or in a university-arranged practica in a school

where there is a majority of persons from a different cultural

background. For the first time this year, an extra round of

student teaching in a Native school will oe offered to about

30 students.

Recent governmental decisions may afford us the

opportunity to aderess the need for Native teachers more directly.

We are therefore concerned about learning from the experiences

of other programs such a those represented here. Some specific

eluestions about general'assumptions of .these programs have been

colleted, and I would like to- use this forum to solicit answers

from the group.
(t.

Some of those questions are the following:

1. In this situation, what is the coincidence of teacher

competence with university-based teacher training, and how

is the one more-nearly compatable with the other? An impwssible

question, really, but an important one.
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2. Does university training maxlmiv,e or minimize

sensitivity" that Native teachers might have,

inculcate inappropriate methods, for example,

cc4rses?

the "cultural

i.e., do we

in curriculum

/

3. Given the fact that admissions procedures and inflexible programs

are culturally biased, how are those areas manipulated

to piovide qualitatively comparable educational experiences

for Native students?

4. In which of the following areas is the need most appropriately

met? (1) university orientation programs, and pre-

registration advice, (2) counselling, (3) tutoring, (4) social

clubs, (5) special programs and degrees, or (6) admissions.

3
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BRANDON UNIVERSITY

Brandon University's presentation on IMPACTE

was a multimedia one with Don Robertson acting as chairman.

A

Contact person for the program is:

Don Robertson, Director
IMPACTE
Drandon University
Brendon, Man.
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IMPACTE

Brandon University

Indian Metis Project for Careers Through Teacher Education

IMPACTE is a teacher training program for native

students conducted by Brandon University Faculty of Education.

IMPACTS is a career ladder for native people who wish to become

fully certified Manitoba elementary school teachers.

IMPACTE was initiated at 'Brandon University in August, 1971.

The program is made possible through the cooperation of:

- the federal Department of Indian Affairs-and Northern
Development

- The Manitoba Department of YoUth and Education

- Brandon University

The Manitoba Indian Brotherhood

- The Manitoba Metis Federation

- nine Manitoba School Divisions

IMPACTE is_ the first program of its kind in Canada but

its importance goes beyond being the first native teacher education

program.

IMPACTE is bringing about social change now by offering

IMPACTE students a pre,ssional education. It is bringing about

social change in the future by assuring native children a better

education guided by -teachers who know their special problems. It

is providing and will continue to provide community development

and leadership by native people for native people.

Tuition is paid for IMPACTE students and monthly

subsistence allowances equal to current Manpower rates are paid

to single and married students.

IMPACTE students complete their studies at their own

speed. Some students may finish the krogram in 22 years; others

may take three years to complete the program. The length of the

6R
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program depends on the individual students.

Any Indian or Metis person is eligible for IMPACTE.

Students will be considered on their individual merits not their

academic achievements. Admission to the program is based on the

'Mature Students Admission policy of Brandon University which

states that students who have not completed high school must

be at least 21 years old.

Applicants are usually recommended by band councils

or ManitOba Metis Federation representatives or Manitoba Indian

Brotherhood representatives or other community groups or

individuals.

The IMPACTE curriculum is basically the same as any

Manitoba two year teacher training program. IMPiiCTE students

require the same number of credit hours and the same grade point

average to'graduate. The coursesjare described in detail in the

current Brandon University calendar Of studieS which can be

obtained from the Registrar, Brandon University. IMPACTE students

also have an opportunity to acquire and, sharpen both written and

spoken native language skills through courses in SaulteaUx, Cree

and Sioux. Courses on how to teach these languages are also

offered.

.Courses are oi..''ered during the fall (September to

December) spring (January,to April) intersession (MayJune)

and summer (Jul;- August) sessions each year.

Curriculum

Courses studied by IMPACTS students are chosen from

the following:

Anthropology, Canadian History, Stmcture.of Cree and Saultealix,'

Introduction to Cree Language, Introduction to Sioux.Language,

Community Development, Human Geography, Contemporary Native People,

Introduction to Sociology, Community Recreation or other arts or

science courses,, Introduction to Teaching, Psychology of Teaching

and Learning, Elementary School Studies and Curriulum, Language
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Arts in the Elementary school, Teaching Science in the Elementary

School, Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary School, Teaching

Math in, the Elementary School, Field Experience, Teaching of

Music, Introduction to Audio Visual, Art.Education, Teaching of

Physical Education, Teaching of French in Elementary School,

Children'S Literature, A Library Science, Health Education,

Teaching of Speech and Drama.

The IMPACTE Program is divided in two parts:

ON CAMPUS IMPACTE and OFF CAMPUS IMPACTE. Both grodps of students

complete the regular teacher edu 'tation program which consists

of education courses; arts, science and music courses and practical

teaching. The program takes 22 to 3 years to complete.

ON CAMPUS IMPAC1E students take these courses at

Brandon University and receive their practice teacher-training

in Brandon schools.

OFF CAMPUS 'IMPACTE students live in their home

communities and take the same academic courses in teaching centres

near their hales. These courses are offered regularly by

Brandon University faculty members who travel to these centres

to teach IMPACTE students. Twice each year, OFF CAMPUS IMPACTE

students travel to Brand\pn University for three weeks intensive

academic training sessions. Practical teacher training for

OFF CAMPUS ttudents is offered in schools near the students' home

,areas by the participating Manitoba school divisions.

Adjusting to a new life-style in new surroundings is

difficult for any student. IMPACTE and Brandon University provide

trained counsellors to help IMPACTE students with personal and

. study problems. Tutors and experts in study skills are also

available at no cost to the students.

While IMPACTE counsellors travel extensively between

Brandon and the rural teaching centres, naturally tnere are times

when local assistance is needed by the students. This assistance

is provided by experienced professional educators (usual)y

principals) who are appointed by IMPACTE to act as mentors.
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The Mentor, instructs the students in one profession 1

course "Introduction to Teaching" and provide5 counselling a d

support to OFF CAMPUS students, particularly in such areas

academic problems and professional development. ,

In addition, supervising faculty from the university

will visit off-campus centres regularly to assist student/ with

any academic or practical teaching problems.

In August each year, all new IMPACTS students attend

an orientation program of 4 weeks at Brandon University./

Students are given an opportunity to familiarize themselves

with aspects of the program, courses, study skills and /campus

life. The orientation program also offers social actiyities to

give students time to get to know one another and their professors.

IMPACTE is funded jointly by the Federal Department of

Indian Affairs and Northern Development and the Manitoba provincial

Department of Education through the Research and Plahning section.

Manitoba school divisionS supply resources and exper,lence to

IMPACTE students. Brandon University provides academic and

professional instruction, facilities and staff.

The Manitoba Indian Brotherhood and the Manitoba Metis

Federation support IMPACTS by supplying resource p ople, liaison

and expert knowledge.
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RECRUITING PROCEDURES OF IMPACTE

1972 - 1973

1. The Project provides brochures and pamphlets

and.through the cooperation of the chairman of the 1ncal chapters

and counsellors of the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood, the Manitoba

Metis Federation, the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development, and through the principals, superintendents, and

students of the project the distribution of these pamphlets is

made and this encourages prospective students to apply to the

project by writing to the university for an application blank.

2. Through the cooperation of the radio and television

stations, they offered their services as a community service,

we attempt to reach students who are not in the major centers

and we encourage them to apply to the project.

3. A Recruitment and Selection Committee composed

of representatives from the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood

(Pass Sharon Thomas), the Manitoba Metis Federation, the Faculty

of Education at Brandon University, staff of IMPACTE and students

from the project came to a concensus with the following criteria

for the year 1972-73:

a. Encourage as many students to apply to the project as

possible.

b. The community representatives, where it is possible,

should be involved in the selection and recommendation of

prospective people. Such members could be local chairman

of the MMF, the MIB, Band Managers, Band School Councils

or in combination with school principals, superintendents

and other .representatives of the community. An assessment

in reading should be made, not for the purpose of

eliminating the student, but the purpose of making the
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university aware of what level the student is expected to perform

and the university could provide the necessary support services.

4. Once applications have been received at the

university (applications received for 1973-74-90 applications),

the IMPACTE Recruiting Committee divided the area of Manitoba

in various geographical locations, and groups of two or three

people visited various centres for the following purposes:

a. Interview the student.

b. Assess the student in terms of his comprehension in
reading and reading speed.

c. Discuss and explain the project with the community.

5. Once the student has been interviewed and assessed

in terms of reading ability, comprehension and 'reading speed,

objective data sis presented to the community, i.e. the chief,

band council, local chairman, band manager, principals,

superintendents or any combination of the above people. By

objective data we mean the name of the student, years of work

experience, grade completed in school, marital status, number

of children and the reading test scores. The community

representatives are requested that they should recommend recruits

from their community in terms of preference of being accepted

in the project as prospective teachers.

6. The names of the students ranked from each of the

communities are sent to the IMPACTE Recruiting Committee and the

recruiting committee meets again on the basis of recommendation

and other financial restrictions, and finally accepts the

students that have been pproved by the local community.

The above proce ures of recruitment and selection,

although could not be the most ideal ones, do provide a certain

measure of assessment of the reading ability of the prospective

student and in addition we have community involvement for

recommending these students.

It would be greatly appreciated if the representatives

of the local communities could improve the procedures within
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the terms of reference.

1. Of open admission policy.

2. Community_involvement in recruiting the students.

###########

PROGRESS REPORT ON IMPACTE

1. The Project IMPACTE (Indian and Metis Project for

Careers Through Teacher Education) was initiated by a proposal

which I submitted to the Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development in Winnipeg in the Spring of 1971. At a

later time, Dr. L. Orlikow, then of Planning and Research of tht!

Government of Manitoba, Department off' Education, became interested

in the project and the provincial contribution became part of

the project. In August of 1971, 52 Indian and Metis students

started a fourweek intensive orientation session on campus.

Presently, the project is in its second year with a total number

Of students of 55, (new students were recruited during the summer

of 1972 and fall of 1972).

2. The IMPACTE Students' status within the Faculty of Education

is that of "Special FullTime Students".. The IMPACTE Students

have been admitted in the university on the basis of open

admission and in most cases on the recommendation of the local

community, namely the Band Council, School Council, representatives

from the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood, Manitoba Metis Federation,

Indian Affairs and other communitygroup agents

3. The academic program of the IMPACTE Project :is that of

the Bachelor of Teaching (BT) program of the Faculty of Education.
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-IMPACTE Students are expected to meet the same requirements as

other students of the Faculty of Education same number of credit

hours fOr graduation and same grade point average for qualifying

for certification. IMPACTE students are expected to take the same

required courses that have been stipulated for al) Faculty of

Education students working toward the same teaching certificate.

In addition to the obligation that the project has that the student

meet the basic requirements of the Faculty of education fbr

certification, the project is responsible to the funding bodies

in the delivery of special services to the students in order tq

meet their needs: academic, emotional, etc. and in general to

see the students succeed in their academic courses.

4. IMPACTE students spend more time in he schools during

their 22 to 3 years of training than the r gular Faculty of

Education students. For example, first year IMPACTE students

are expected to spend 10-15 hours a week in schools'assistirig

teachers in their instructional tasks. This time spent in

schools plus 12 hours seminar weekly with the students during

the whole year constitutes a 3 credit hour course "Introduction

to Teaching" 28.152. Due, to this school experience that

required by the IMPACTE students whenever regular scheduled

classes could not be attended, special classes are scheduled

for IMPACTE Students. This flexible scheduling is necessary for

the on-campus and off-campus students.

Faculty members of these special classess off or on-
,

campus are appointments made by Brandon University, through the

office of the Dean bf the Faculty of EdLication upon the

recommendation of the project. It iE important. to note here

the importance of the personal qualities of ihe individual

instructor as he relates to the IMPACTE students. Wherever

posei le, specially qualified Instructors with experience in

nati e education are preferred to teach within the IMPACTE Project.

The Project IMPACTE, within its terms of reference, seeks

the following alternative approaches:



(1) Introduce the concept where performance becomes Constant

and time varies for the IMPACTE students and for the students

of the university in general.

(2) Introduce new courses, through the regular channels,

that are more relevant to the native student's education. For

example, upon the recommendation of the IMPACTE Curriculum

Committee the following courses have been recommended and approved

,for IMPACTE students in particular and students of the university

in general.

Introduction to Teaching 3 ch
Community Recreation 3 ch
'Community Development 4 ch
Introduction to Cree 6 ch
Introduction to Saulteaux 6 ch
Structure of Cree and Saulteaux 3-3 ch
Teaching English as a Second
Language 3 ch

(3) Introduce the students to more meaningful school

experience through an interplay of classroom practice and theory.

(4) Introduce the student to an internship period that will

lead him to spend more time in a speCiality with professional

people while at the same time he takes courses. For example,

students of IMPACTE, once they have fulfilled the requirements

of certification, an internship in counselling, library science,

'recreation, physical education, special education, or pre-school.

education could be arranged in order to acquire the additional

competencies required in the field.

(5) Become involved in community developments during the

whole year wherever possible.

(6) The flexibility of offering and delivering courses in

innovative ways such as experiential approach, project approach

or through various media.

(7) Attempts to evaluate students .in innovative ways, not

necessarily on the "written work", but in some other way that could

do justice to the student's idiosyncraqc way of learning and the

course itself.
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(8) Support Services -- such as counselling, tutoring, that

could help the student. to Troceed with his work.

(9) A flexible schedule that could allow the students to

start and end any course if possible at any time within the terms

of the)project.

(10) Provide an opportunity to the students to listen to

special visiting lecturers such as Chief Dan George, Ernest

Tootoosis, Dr. Ahab Spence, Mrs. Daphne Beavon, Jocelyn Eruyere,

Rev. Adam Cuthand, Joe Keeper, Verna Kirkriess, Chief Gordon

Lathlin, Stanley McKay, George Munroe, Johnny Yesnojand others.

The project'itself is a complex one. Its needs and

concerns go beyond the simple classroom courses that the mature

students have or any other project in the university. The levels

that the project operates (.(-0,1 be considered as four inseparable

levels:

1. The needs of the students: Academic/emotional; financial;

family; social; or cultural; or any other aspect that may affect

his perforTance in the project. In order to meet these needs

the project provides the following:

(1) Tntensive individual counselling
(2) Family counselling
(3) Tutoring
(4) Study Skills
(5) Classes that accommodate the students' style of

learning and flexible timetable.

2. The needs of the schools, superintendents, principals,

supervising teachers. 'The project provides special workshops

Human Relations, interncultural education and Techniques of

Supervision where problems in Supervision are discussed as well

as orienting the teachers in new tasks such as how to supervise

a native students

The Project offers credit courses in supervision for

supervising teachers of IMPACTE. ,The expenses for the courses

are absorbed by the project.

Conferences in intercultural education with visiting
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lecturers from across the country are provided by the student,

ie. Mr. McCue, Trent University, Mr. Adam Cuthand, Miss Verna

Kirkness and others.

3. The academic community: Need for new courses to go

through the regular channels for approval. Need for approaching

the existing courses in some innovative way in their delivery.

Innovative ways of evaluating students. Keep the academic

community informed of the direction off.' the project. Provide

an opportunity to the various departments to become involVed

in adapting and delivering courses with an emphasis on the needs

of the consumer.

4. The various institutions: Funding agencies (Federal,

Provincial); Native organizations (Manitoba Indian Brotherhood

and Manitoba Metis Federation); Certification Bbard, Certification

Branch of the Department of Education; the Manitoba Teachers'

Society and others.

The above is but a brief description of the operation

of the project. Please do not Lesitate to inquire further if

there are any questions.
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ORGANIZATION

The following structural organization is provided

for the IMPACTE project:

1. IMPRCTE Steering Committee: - This committee is composed

of the Superintendents of the participating centres, the Manitoba

Indian Brotherhood, the Manitoba Metis Federation, the Manitoba

Teachers' Society, the Departfflent of Youth and Education, the

Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, the

:acuity of Education and students. Its purpose is that of

communication between the various centres in which students

exist, an.d discuss concerns and prob3ems that students may have

in the various centres. In addition,'the Steering Committee

serves an advisory board to IMPACTE drawing the general guidelines

for the program.

2. Students Affairs Committee: The purpose of the Student

Affairs Committee is to provide a student inpa.`in the program,

with reference-to their problems and their needs at the various

centres in terms of improving the project in all its aspects.

3. IMPACTE Curriculum Committee: is composed of Faculty

members of the IMPACTE project, the Manitobs? Met is Ted-iration,

the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood, and students. Its main function

is to provide courses that are relevant to the IMPACTE students

for their certification as elementary school teachers and at the

same time meet the cultural needs of the students by introducing

new courses (such as the Structure of Cree andiSaulteaux) or

bring necessary emphasis to the courses.
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UNIVYRSITY OF CALGARY

The University of Calgary's presentation was given

by Vivan Ayoungman.

For further information, please contact:

Evelyn Moore, Associate Dean
Faculty of Education
University of Calgary
Calgary, Alta.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY

INDIAN STUDENTS' UNIVERSITY PROGRAMME,

I.S.U.P.

EVALUATION REPORT

1972-3

INTRODUCTION

Early in 1972 a pio.n was developed in collaboration with

Mr. W.C. Thomas and Mr. fl. Dosdall of the Department of Indian

Affairs whereby the University of Calgary was to receive up to

50 non-matriculated Indian students in September 1972. Demand

for such a program had been expressed especially. strongly by

Indian people of the St. Paul area, notably those involved with

Blue Quills, the fii-st Indian controlled school in Alberta.

The Steering Committee: Preliminary meetings were held

with a widely representative group of Indian':people of the

Province. of Alberta and from this group evolved the Steering

Committee which now plays a major role in policy formation and

in communication in all matters related to the program. During

the course of she year, five students were elected to membership

of.the Steering Committee and helped. to overcome some initial

suspicion-of the work of the Committee among the student group.

Special purpose subcommittees for such tasks as interviewing

of students for selection for 1973-4, hiring of staff for 1973-4

and development' of curriculum have been appointed-by the

Steering Committee and report.to it.

It may eventually be desirable to draft a constitution

to forthalize and provide for the continuity and representativeness

of
. .

the Steering Cgmmittee, but to date its flexibility-and

evolutionary character would appear to be part of its strength.

Emphasis on Teacher Education: A policy decision at the

Indian Affairs' leyel determined that at least the first phase

of the program would concentrate on teacher education in an

attempt to begin meeting the groviing.demand for Indian teachers.



To date, through the regular program, the University of Calgary

has graduated only one teacher of Indian ancestry, but there are

40+ schools in Alberta with substantial Indian enrolment and

all, therefore, in need of Indian staff.

Characteristics of I.S.U.P.: The prograirfor 1972-3,

developed in consultation with the Steering Committee, had the

fa:lowing characteristicg:

(i) All students but one were admitted to the Faculty of
Education.

(ii) Students were fully supported according to the standard
procedures of the Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development.

(iii) To the extent that it could be accomplished, Indian
people staffed the program and Indian people determined
policy in all matters outside the normal functkon of
University government. Indian people, including-students,
formulated recommendatiAs to the appropriate units of
the University e.g. on proposed new courses.

(iv) Students took the standard courses of the University
of Calgary but were directed in their second term -.oward

the one course of the University which is specjfica_ly
concerned.with the Indian situation, Anthropology 313.

(v) A support service was provided for students and included
a staff of tutors and a predominantly Indian counselling
service.

(vi) Students were introduced to the range of facilities of
the University of Calgary during a two week orientation
period but, in addition, had provided for them a common
room where they could expect to be able to converse with
their own people and in their own language and where
they would.find counsellors available in the adjacent
office. .

(vii) All students in I.S.U.P. were non-matriculated but,
if recommended for admission following testing and
interviews, were admitted if 21 'years old, that is two
years below the normal requirements for mature
matriculation at the University of Calgary.

(viii) To ensure a manageable work load, students were limited
to three courses in Term I but in Term II could enroll in

. further courses if progress warranted it.

(ix) Evaluation was accepted as essential, especially in the
first developmental year of the program and occurred
both through participant observation through use of
assessment measures.- Evaluation was intended to be
formative and short-term as well as summative and long-term.

SO
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A combination of ad hoc selection procedures at bot1i .

the local and university levels resulted in the admission of

41 students, 40 in Education and 1 in Social Welfare.-
ti

Students:. It is expected that up to .30 of theSe students

will return for the second year of the program. .Grades for all'

students are analyzed. It is to be noted-that the

grades of 14 of the 30 returning students must improve' if these

students are to continue in the university after May 1974.

It might' be noted also, in passing, that abOut.20 new
.

teachers will be admAted to first year for 1973-4 and the

matriculated Indian students, about a dozen in number who .have

entered the University as individua3s outside the programo.will ,
also be admitted to the services in the program in 1973-4. Thus;

the total I.S.U.P. membership for 1973-4-will be about-65 students,.

Of wham about 50 are training as teachers. Once a non-ti

I.S%U.P. student has successfully passed five

courses and has had the matriculation requirement waived he

will usually be'free to transfer from Education to other programs.

Some slight shift in numbers can, therefore, be anticipated in

the third yeAr of the progiamI,

Three students admitted to the program were without

Treaty status and in the second term no Indian Affairs funds were

available to these students.

Non-Status Students: The Save the Children Fund has provided

generous emergency support for them in 1973-4 and representations

have been made to the Student Finance Board of the Department

of AdvancedIfducation for future support. There is some hope

of action in thisquarter. The Steering Committee is insistant

that non-status students should continue in the program.

Evaluation Difficulties: It was determined in the planning

stages to undertake extensive evaluation of many aspects of
4

I.S.U.P. in 1972-3 to:guide policy formation in future yea's,

Unfortunately partjcipants in a new program for entry into a

strange new,Worlo such as a University are subject to many
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tensions-and-many fears whether they are staff. or_students.

Quite early it seemed that the fear of evaluation on the part of

both Indian staff and Indian students, despite all precautionary

moves, might impede the achievement of the objectives of the

program. It was decided, therefore, that whenever evaluation

became an issue with students or staff the program would take

precedence and troublesome types of evaluation would be avoided.

-,pounsellors: We do not have available to report a tabulation

of the' types of counselling problems encountered. We, therefore,

. have only the subjective judgments of the staff on the special

types of counselling skills required of counsellors. However,

the program .has been fortunate to date in its university milieu

and certain members of the University's professional counselling

-staff appear to have established admirable rapport With the

Indian.stUdents and are placing at their disposal the full,

normal range of counselling skills in handling depression,

,alcoholism, marriage breakdown, and so on. If this apparently

excellent relationship can be maintained it would seem both

unnecessary and undesirable to hire specialist professiOrial'

counsellors for the program. Thus, the information originally
4 4

sought in the evaluation,pmigram may not be immediately necessary.

Certainly it is not available as yet.

On the" other hand it appears vigil to maintain the

staff 'of Indian counsellOrs to handle directly the myriad of

lesser problems and to serve often as first contacts in the

many serious personal problems encountered by the Indian students

. in the difficult adjustment study liTan urban university.

I

I

Tutoring 6ystem: All tutors werenonIndian and as university

graduates were much more attuned to evaluation procedures. They

reported frequently as requested. Unfortunately, in the majority

of cases they were unable to overcome the Indian students'

resistance td attendance at tutoring.sessions. During the summer

session, at a meeting called early in the winter term, and by

letter, the students were informed of the tutoring expectations,

but only a few attended regularly and worked hard with their tutors;

R2.



a few absented themselves completely and the majority used the

tutorial, system_so___infrequently _4s _t 9_0in_little_ t

On the other hand the analysis of grades shows a high correlation

between success and use of the tutors. The 1972;3 tutoring

system must,' "therefore, be reorganized but nct abandoned. A

new approach has been developed already and will be implemented

with the thew intake of students through a six wiek on-campus

orientation and study program in July and August, 1973. During the

following winter term two tutors, already known for the excellence

of their rapport with Indian students, and recommended by the

students themselves, will maintain acontinuous availability

approach and avoid the scheduled appointment system rejected by

most students in 1972-3. A small fund has been reserved for

hiring specialist tutors as the need is identified by the students

themsellies. During 1973-4 consideration will be given to the

recommendation that successful Indian students be added to the

tutoring staff. The new tutoring system will be monitored and

reported in a subsequent evaluation.

Participant Observer: The employment of an experienced

educational psychologist as participant observer, and evaluation

assistant, rather than the graduate students originally provided

for in the budget, proved invaluable in maintaining relationships

in the first, difficult and emotion-charged year of the program.

In addition, Mr. Ross, participant observer, prepared three reports.

Any beginning program for Indian students would be well advised

to have available such a full-time professional facilitator. It

is hoped that his work has been so well done in the first year

that the program can sustain itself without him in subsequent years.

Curriculum: I.S.U.P. students take the required courses at

the University of Calgary and no distinction is made in course

evaluation between Indian and other students. At the request of

the Steering Committee and with the support of the Association

Dean (Curriculum) of the Faculty of Education who served as

Administrative Officer of I.S.U.P., a curriculum committee was
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established to make recommendations on the special curriculum

"needs of-Indian Student=s who will -become teachers of- Indian, children.

Students are strongly represented in'the sub-committee and, in

fact, the newly-appointed chairman for 1973-4 is a student.
Co

The first concrete achievement of this committee has

been to convince the Department of History that from January 1974

it should offer a course on the history of the Canadian Indian.

The required and optional courses of the standard

.113.Ed. degree program make it possible for students at the

University of Calgary to acquire both an Alberta teaching

certificate and a special competence in an area such as the

teaching of Indian children. There remains, however, the problem

of the development of courses which have a demonstrated utility

in the education of the differing groups of Indian children.

Because so little is known in this area it is agreed that a

sound teacher education program for Indian students intending to

teach Indian children must have at least a triple continuing

focus:

(i) assistance to the Indian student in acquiring the
courses which qualify him, for the A.Lberta teacher's
certificate

(ii) assistance to the Indian student in studying courses
of special relevance to his own situation as an Indian

(iii) development and testing of classroom programs and procedures
appropriate for Indian children in widely differing
cultural situations.

Research and Development Proposal: A substantial research

and development budget was, therefore, requested for 1973-4 in

the proposal for second year funding submitted in December 1972.

It has not yet been possible for Indian Affairs to confirm the

availability of such funds and a substantial program for 1973-4

cannot, therefore, be planned at this ]ate stage. A more modest

proposal has, however, been discussed with the Calgary office of

the Department of Indian Affairs and it is agreed that valuable

outcomes might be expected from the development of a group of

faculty and graduate students whose studies might be oriented to
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research and development of curriculum and procedures for

Indian education, It is anticipated that-either as-tutors or

other assistants, at least four graduate 'students will be

supported by I.S.U.P. in 1973-74. It should be one of the

charges to such a faculty/graduate student group that it make

recommendations to the Steering Committee for appropriate

funding,in subsequent years.

Student Teaching: Some I.S.U.P. students will enter student

teaching in 1974-5. The curriculum sub-committee should, therefore,

undertake consultations which will assist it to consider the

student teaching needs of the Indian student teacher wh^ -.ust

learn to operate within the public school system but must also,

if he is to fulf511 his role in improvement of the education of

Indian children, learn ways of working with Indian children v,lich

will be especially appropriate for them. The standard student

teaching experience, already subject to massive criticism, may

prove even le,ss suitable to Indian than white student teachers.

University Milieu: In the consideration of a program of

this kind, the question of the suitability of the university

milieu is raised.

No attempt was made to secure special treatment for

Indian students in ordinary courses at the University of Calgary,

an(f no separate classes of Indian students were requested.

Nevertheless, the, teaching staff of the university responded

with an obvious concern and sense of responsibility for this

new group of students with special problems and a number of such

problems were disczkssed by Univrsity faculty with tutors,

counsellors and administrators. A number of concessions not,

it is assumed, in standards but in timing of assignments, tests

and re-tests materially assisted a number of students.

The extensive and apparently highly valued assistance

of the University counselling staff has already been noted. The

Library (with a small donation from I.SU.P.) has proceeded with
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_ _the development of an Indian collection; the Materials Centre
_ . . __

. _

of the Department of Curriculum and Instruction has begun

(also with very modest assistance from the program) to build

an Indian curriculum materials collection; the Department of

Anthropology has arranged a specially scheduled half course

in anthropology as part of the orientation program for the summer

of 1973; the Division of Continuing Education las administered

the orientation program; the office of the Registrar handled

the package of 41 late registrations; the Faculty of Education

vacated space for tutors, counsellors and the Indian student

common room and allocated a substantial amount of time to the

administration ol.the program.

It is a pleasure to place such assistance on record.

The coordinator reports that no situation within the

university in l972.-3 was reported by I.S.U.P. students as

racial discrimination. This, unfortunately, was not the case

in the wider community.

Nevertheless, despite the conceIn and assistance of the

faculty and the administrative units, more contact with faculty

is desired by I.S.U.P. students. The university has continued to

be felt as an alien environment by at least some students. These

students seem to hold a double position: on the one hand they

wish to be treated in all ways identically with other students

of the university and thus resent the special limitation in the

number of courses and the expectation of attendance at tutoring

sessions; on the other hand they are deeply troubled that they

seem forced into the mould of the white man's culture. Very

important issues are involved here and should be pursued by the

Steering Committee in 1973-4 and in subsequent years, especially

through the curriculum sub-committee. As indicated earlier, this

committee has already made a proposal acceptable to the Head

of the Department of History that there be offered a course on

the Indian in the history of Western Canada. However, no such

single move can be expected on its own to resolve the difficult'
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issues involved in the development of the place of the Indian

Canadian...2=i v e r sities.

The Indian Community: Throughout the literature and in many

consultations with experts and in discussions with `students there

is a recurring theme, the importance of the community and

especily of the elders in a student's success- n school and

university and in his subsequent career 'on the reserves or

elsewhere. It should le 'a 'charge to both the curriculum

sub-committee and the research group to develop projectth and

studies designed,to work with rather than against the community

situation of the reserves.

Drop-Outs: The "no failure" proposal of the original_

preliminary plan for 1972-3 has not been implemented and some

further attention should be given to this matter by the Steeiing

Committee which as yet has not gone beyond a strong recommendation

to the Department of Indian Affairs that alternative employment

be arranged where necessary for the 11 students who will not

be continuing in September, 1973.

Distribution of Students: The Steering Committee has worked

deliberately toward geographic representatveness and has, in

large measure, accomplished this for its own membership. On the

other hand, student participation in I.S-U.P. is by no means

proportionate to the distribution of the Indian population

throughout Alberta. I.S.U.P. is the only teacher education,

program in Alberta for India, students but draws most of its

students from north of Edmonton. It is not yet beginning to

meet the needs of the southe,m Indian schools, nor has training

for other professions than teaching yet begun except for one

Student in Social Welfare and the very small number of Indian

students who have matriculated and entered the' university outside

the program. The whole matter of employment demand for Indians

in the professions should be the subject of investigation and

planning by the Steering Committee in 1973-74.
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No report of 1972-73 would be complete without

ibut-e--en-he-one- hand t o the friendl-y-M5-p-e-Fa-Ers:rTn-eof SO

many Indian students and on the other hand to the leadership

of the Indian members of the staff and of the Steering Committee.

It is noteworthy phenomena that for the;most.part this leader hip

comes from Indian women who seem, in the organization of educa ion,

to have found new and significant roles.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the apparent retention rate of 73% from the

first to the second years of the program, I.S.U.P. should be

continued in essentially the same form. Some modifications do,

huwever, appear warranted:

1. As recommended in the litqrature'and by participant

observers -

a) the present element of Indian control should be
fostered and developed and,

b) the hiring of Indian counsellors should be continued
and, as soon as possible, be supplemented by the hiring
of Indian 'tutors.

2. The orientation period of two weeks should be replaced

by a six-week orientation period in summer school and should

include

a) the study of a university course for credit

b) a studies skills program associated with the credit
course and conducted by University of Calgary counsellors
and I.S.U.P. tutors appointed for the forthcoming winter
term.

3. The orientation period should be used to assist each

student to make a more informed assessment of his own tastes and

potential and a final determination of whether he wishes -to

register for the year 1973-74. The Jtudent should be counselled

as to whether he should undertake three, four or five courses

in his first year but the final decision should be the student's.

A new university non-credit course in composition (English 101)

should be recommended to all first year students who are assessed

in the orientation period as likely to benefit from it.
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_./4. A handbook for students should be developed in consultation__
. _

with last year's students and should provide students with both

"survival hints" and details of regulations.

=5. The Steering Committee should:I

a) spend time becoming acquainted with students in the
orientation program

b) continue the practice of including student representatives
as members.

6. All matriculated Indian students wishing to enter the

University of Calgary should be welcomed to the facilities and

support services of I.S.U.P.

7. Funds should be placed at the disposal of the curriculum

development work of the Steering Committee for the following

purposes:

(i) support of the investigations of curriculum committee
members, e.g. by funding of visits to Indian schools with
experimental programs

(ii) building of a collection of curriculum materials already --

in use in schools for indigenous peoples

(iii) purchase of research studies related to the .curriculum
of Indian children

(iv) support of innovatory courses in their first year or
two (i.e. until they are fundable by the regular university
budget)

(v) development and support of a continuing curriculum'
research and development group consisting of selected
faculty and graduate students of the University of Calgary
with special attention to the future recruitment of ,

Indian members of the team

(vi) support of approved research and development projects in
schools with Indian pupils

8. A survey should be conducted to provide evidence for

planning programs for appropriate numbers of Indian students in

the various professional schools of the University of Calgary.

(9) Action should be taken to recruit students from those

regions under-representea in the present student body.

(10) Efforts should be maintained to secure adequate financial

support foristudents of Indian ancestry but without Treaty status.
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11. Consideration should be given to the appointment

of a fulltime coordinator of the program and roles and

responsibilities of the coordinator, tutors, counsellors and

administrators should be more clearly defined in the light of

the experience:of the first year of operation.

SUMMARY

1. The program began August, 1972.

2. Students numbered 40 in Education and 1 Ln Social Welfare.

3. All students were nonmatriculated but supported by
summer orientation course by tutoring and by counselling
programs.

4. The program is that of the University as a whole; the first
new course, "The History of the Indian in Western' Canada"
begins in January.

5. Holding power -- thirty (30) students entitled to return in
September 1973, twenty (20) did so; two are in other 'university
programs and several have indicated that they intend to return
after a period of employment with Indian organizations.

6. Control of the program is exercised through normal university
channels but with the-advice of a Steering Committee, most
members of which are Indian. The two full time counsellors
are Indian and one is the coordinator.

Indian identity is fostered through a common room for Indian
students &nd guests.

In this second year there are twelve (12) new first year students
who completed a six week orientation during the summer.

About twenty (20) matriculated students in various years are
entitled to use the facilities of the program this year.

At the request of the two Reserves, teacher education programs
have been started on the Morley Reserve (20 students) and
Blackfoot Reserve (25 studehts). While these new programs
are not part of I.$.U.P. they appear in themselves to be
very significant with a remarkably high level of student
success.



UNIVERSITE du QUEBEC a CH1COUTIMI

The presentation from the Universite du Quebec a

Chicoutimi was given by Jeannine LaPierre.

O

For further information, please contact:

Jeannihe LaPierre
Director of Elementary Education
Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi
.Chicoutimi, Quebec
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PROJECT FOR THE TRAINING OF

NATIVE TEACHEU

UNIVERSITE du QUEBEC a ulaCOUTIMI

The education of nata.lie people throughout the country -

and this does not exclude the Provinc- of Quebec-- is prese-'

the profound concern of Indian parents, Indian provincIal

organfzations, school administrators, teachers, civil servants

and clergymen. Everybody is appalled at the results of the

present educational system and programs: identity, crisi, a

Syhool drop out rate four times the national average and a very

high rate of unemployment or underemployment, etc.

Basic and drastic changes have been proposed in 1971

by the Standing Committee on Indian Affairs and after being

discussed by the different Indian provincial crganizations, have

been included, incorporated in the National Indian Brotherhood

policy paper on "Indian Control of- Indian Education" published

last December. The minister gave official recognition to the

document, approving its proposals and committing the Department

to implementing them.. "The school must be transformed to meet

the needs of Indian and Inuit people, it must be made relevant

to the child, to his community, to his environment and the future

that lies ahead, of him" (Walter Currie #28, .May 29, 1969). If

this gradual adaptation and amerindianizatior of the schools is

ever to be achieved, it is basic and urgent that programs be

designed for the training or retraining of the main agents of

this transformation, namely the teachers.

,-Two years ago, even before the publication of the

National Indian Brotherhood educational policy, the awareness

of the shortcomings of the present system and evident necessity

of putting first thingsfirst prompted the Commission Scola .ire

du Nouveau-Qu4bec, the provincial Department Of Education, the
,
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Department of Indian Affairs to ask the University of Quebec in

Chicoutimi to develop adapted programs for

a. the training and certification of Indian and Inuit teachers

b. a special training in cross- cultural educatxion for.

already certified non-native teachers involved,at the elementary

levels, in Indian and Inuit education.

'These programs, we believed, _should offer the native

and non-native students the opportunity to acquire:

a. an academfLc background on Indian and Inuit culture, and

language

b. pertinent professional information to teach in these

areas

c. a certification that will give status to Indian and

Inuit in the classroom.

This'wou3d be the first step towards the ultimate realization

of one objective intended by the N.I.B. its policy paper:

-that is, "amerindianization of schools. What the University is

pnce:-ned with now is to qualify teachers for certification.

To grant a certificate, the university is bound to

certain internal norms established by the Conseil des Universites.

Moreover, if this certificate is to lead to a teaching permit,

'then th' provincial regulations set forth by the Department of

Education are to be taken into account. The deputy minister of

.
education has already committed herself in issuing a teaching

permit to those native students obtaining a University certificate

only if the programs leading to this certificate are conformed

to the provincial regulations for the training of teachers, that

is, a block of ten courses in paychorpedagogy. The program-being

developed should meet these requirements if certification is

ever to be achieved.

What are the university requirements with regards to

the admission and selection of candidates? Any native student,

twenty-three years of age, is admitted into the program whatever

'his forLar schooling is. Preference is given to those already
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teaching or those who are or will be selected by the Band

Council as proper candidates for the program. Up to now the

candidates for this certificate are or will be recruited in

the following groups:

- Natie teachers who speak the language and teach in

schools where Indian and Inuit language is used as first

language in teaching. They teach their language and in their

language (as in James a".)1).

- Native teachers who speak the language anal teach it in

schools where Indian language is taught as a second language.

They teach their language and may also teach courses on Indian

culture and history (as in Caughnawaga)

- Native teachers who do not speak Indi,n language but who

may want to teach courses on Indian history and Indian culture

(as in Winneway and Auks).

The projet being deyeloped is still in its embryonic

stage but should be presented to the Study Committee of ',he

University by mid-DeceMbe for final approval. Up to now, it

looks something like tth..,:
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PPOJECT

TEACHING- CERTIFICAT

1 FOR

NATIVi PEOPLE

WHO SPEAK

-THEIR.LANGUAEE

Teaching Amerindian Language I

Teaching,Amerindian Language II

Teaching.Amerindian Language III

Laboratory course in teaching(I)

Laboratory course in teaching(II)

Laboratory course in teaching(II

i

WHO NOT SPEAK

EIR LANGUAGE

-Linguistics applied to the teachin4

of a second language
-Teaching french as a second lan-

guage
or

-Teaching english as a second
language

-Laboratory course in teaching (I)

-Laboratory course in teaching (II)

Structures of Educational'
systems in Quebec

Curriculum development

ELECTIVES

Introduction to Pedagogy

Methods of documentation in Education

Psychology of learning

Pedagogy of communication and use of

modern media

Teaching arts

' Teaching music 95
Teachina local and communities
studies BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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This 30credit program could be expanded upon, after

the basic :'equirements for certification are insured and

certification is granted; it could lead' after 20 mare courses

to a Bachelor degree in Amerindian Education.- The.special

Teaching Permit is a'temporary remedial to an urgent situation.

Younger Students who will have completed the CEGEP level will

be admitted into the Bachelor's degree program.



PROJECT FOR THE TRAINING OF

NON-NATIVE TEACHERS

niversit4 du Qu4bec a Chicoutimi

Parallel tb thisprogram-is a second one that is being

developed by the University of Quebec in Chicoutimi for non-

native teachers who already have a teaching permit, and who are

interested in improving their understanding of the Indian mentality,

history, culture, etc....so as to\cope with the problems they

are daily facing in Indian or Inuit classrooms and contribute,

a better input for the implementation of the amerindianization

of the schools.

The courses are being developed according to the

expressed needs of the non-native-teachers who want to become

more knowledgeable in whatever concerns Amerindian culture and

'Amerindian language. These areas of interest are:

- Amerindian Anthropology

- Social Psychology

AmerindianIsyStem of values

- Indian and Inuit history

- Indian Contribution to North American ciyilization

- Basic StrustUres of Amerindian language-(courses
will.be diversified according to the different
linguistic groups)

- Teaching English or French as a.second language.

For those who would like to specialize in teaching'

English or French as a second language to'the Indian child, there'

is a corpus of ten courses designed to meet this need. A

certificate diploma will be granted to the students after the

completion of 10 courses of either specialized language courses

or more general cultural, courses.

Even if it cdoes not strictly fit in the fi.amework of

this conference on Teaqher Education for Native People, I want to



briefly mention here - becguse of its implications for

amerindianization of the schools - a third program being dev loped

at the U.Q.A.C.

It is a ten-course program to train techno-linguists, or

language specialists who are to become the resource persons of

a district on all linguistic matters.

It is set for Indians and Inuit not under 23 years

old, competent in'their respective language and culture, who

have the potential and desire to specialize and work in this field.

It will lead after the 10-core courses to a certificate in

linguistics and after 20 more courses to a specialized bachel r

degree.

We are very fortunate to have at the UQAC an outstanding

team of linguists to develop the linguistic parts of our different

training programs for native and non-native teachers.

Thank you very much for your invitation to participate

in this conference. It surely 'gave us the possibility of sharing

ideas in a field of common concern.
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NORTHWEST TERRISORIES

The Northwest Territories presentation was given

by Brian Lewis.

Further contact may be established with:

Brian'tewis, Director
Teacher Education
Government of the N.W.T.
Yellowlutife, N.W.T.

am*

or

Norm McPherson
Director of Education
Governmert of the Northwest Territories
Yellowknife, N.W.T.
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NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

TEACHER EDUCATION PROGFAM

Introduction

The Teacher Education Program was the first attempt by

the Northwest Territories Government to provide within the

Territories'university training leading to professional

certification. This training was provided through one year

residence at Fort. Smith, a semester at the University of Alberta

and a semester of field experience in schools in the Northwest

Territories. Originally the program was initiated in Yellowknife

on an experimental basis in 1968. It was moved to Fort Smith

in 1970. After a careful review-of-theprogram-and- consultation

with the University of Alberta it was decided to redesign the

Teacher Education Program to more precisely meet the needs of

the Territorial system of education.

As of September, 7973, northern people are being offered

a Teacher Education Program entirely within the Northwest

Territories. The Program will lead to a Northwest Territories

Teaching Certificate and employment in the-Territorial education

system. The Program will not provide for gradual entry into a

Bachelor of Education degree at the University of Alberta -or any

other university in the south, though some students may wish

to pursue that possibility independently.

Objectives of the Program

1. To provide northern students with the opportunity of entering
the teaching profession in the N.W.T.

2. -T5 providenorthern_children_with_teachers specially trained
to meet their needs.

3. To provide a career ladder whereby classroom assistants of
demonstrated ability can enter the teaching(profession.

4. To. demonstrate to native people that education is not
something imposed from outside their own culture.
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5. To brink the specific cultural and linguistic knowledge
of northern students into northern classrooms.

6. To provide for such students a Teacher Education Program
specially designed for the needs of schools in the N.W.T.

Selection' Criteria

1. Northern' resident or northern place of birth.

2. Fluency in English and a northern native`' language.

3. Interest in teaching it the Northwest Territories.

4. Grade 10 or equivalent or succes:Xu: work as a classroom
assistant.

Administrative Organization

The Teacher Education Program is administered by the

Chief of Continuing and Special Education of the Department of

Education. It_ is-one of three programs at Fort Smith which win

crm the basis of a territorial college. Whereas the School of

Dental Therapy is staffed by faculty from the University of

Toronto, the Teacher Education Program has its own faculty

employed by the Department of Education, but depends on

universities the south for consultants in the internship

program, faculty for teaching courses and assistance in planning

and initiating courses.

At present the staff of the,7eacher Education Program

consists of three full-tfme instructors, a number of part-time

instructors and a typist. It is planned that further part-time

instructors will be_added as more course work is offered.

Policy for the program is recommended by an Advisory

Board which consists of representatives of the student body (2),

the Northwest Territories Teachers Associ'ation (2), and the

Department of Education.

Program

The Teacher Education Program offers two years of

training involving two semesters of coursework, two semesters

of practice teaching, and the equivalent of two semesters of

individual study and project work. Most of the program, that
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is the practice teaching and project work, will be done in the,

home community or in a settlement closetVo the home community.

Coursework-

Coursework will be offered in two locations, Fort Smith

and Chesterfield Inlet. At the moment only the first year course

will be offered at Chesterfield Inlet and will primarily serve

the student from the Eastern Arctic as a staging point before

coming to Fort Smith. In some cases students will be allowed a
. ,

1 choice of location especially those from the Central` Arctic.

The courses in both locations will last from September until -

Christmas and will be organized as follows.

The focus during the first year will be on the five

skill areas: 1. Mathematics _

2. Communication
3. Art
4. Music
5. Physical Education

The content of the actual curriculum of the elementary

school will be covered in these areas during the first semester.

The basic text will be the Red Book, the N.W.T. Elementary School

Curriculum.

Following the twelve week course students will return

to their home communities to do their practice teaching. This

will last from January to April. During the first year's

teachidg practice the emphasis will be on lesson giving in the

skill areas of mathematics, language arts, music and physical

education. Only in the second year will the student be expected

to handle a total integrated pupil centred, activity-oriented

program. It should be emphasized, however, that the approach

taken at both Chesterfield and Smith even during the first yeth'

'of the program will be an integrated package stressing learning

rather than teaching, the student rather than the instructor, and

on centres of interest rather than subjects in the-curriculum.

Thus during the first period of,irternship January-April, it is

expected that the student will assist the teacher in instruction

lug
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related tasks in tier classroorbut that each day the student will

be required to give a lesson.

InVirnship
,

N During the internship the student is expected 'to observe

'for the first month. Wring this month-the Student will

familiarize himse:T with the children, the curriculum and the

cooperating teachet. lie will assist tile teacher with individual

pupil's', class projects and provide assistance were required

in instruction-related tasks. At this stage, the intern does no

formal teaching with a total class or with groups. StudentS will

be required to keep a- log c.f what they do during this month and

will assist the cooperating teacher as required.

During February the intern will teach one formal lesson

per day in a skill area mathematics, language arts, etc.)

to a group and continue to assist in the classroomas required.
. .

During March and,Apiil, thd intern will teach two lessons

a day one df which, in ark, music or physical, eUcation, should

be to the whole class.

It should be noted these are minimum requirement or

the intern to obtain credit. Should the teacher and the TEP

teacher consultant deem it appropriate -individual studens can

be assigned heavier instructio:Ial responsibilities.

Requirements

Each student will provide the followihg to assist in

evaluation.

JANUARY A carefully kept log or diary of tasks they have

performed in the classroom. They should include any problems

or interesting issues they have encountered since beginning the

internship.

FEBRUARY-APRIL During this period the intern will provide the

teacher with a detailed plan of the lesson(s) he will give.

These lessons will be kept in a separate Day Book which

will be submitted to assist hyaluaticl.
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MAY -JUNE - During'the period the student will work on a

previously' agreed upon project to be submitted by July-15. A

list of acceptable projects will be compiled during the first

semester.
.

Syccessful completion-of the intdrnshipoincluding

submission of both day plan and'project,assignment is necessary

.
before a student can continue to the second year of the program.

.

n FORMAT FOIE LESSONNGIVING: 1. Objectives.
2. Materials required '1

3. Methods used
4. ledUlts
5.',tonclusions

,

Note: re 4 and is expedteU.the student will evaluate

o the results of his teaching and write a self-evaluation onleach

lesson. The .cooperating teacher will initial and add comments.to

each. lesson as required. '

LEVEL 1., January

Observation
Participation

`Log from student for the month
Evaluation sheet from cooperating teacher

LEVEL 2. February

1 lesson to group per day'
Evaluation sheet from

a. cooperating teacher"
b. teacher consultant or superintendent

LEVEL 3. March - April

2 lessons to group or class per day
Evaluation sheet from

a. cooperating teacher and.Principal
. b. TEP consultant

c. outside evaluator

LEVEL. 4. Submission: (1) day book
(2) project 3

by July 15. k ,

Completion of the Program

What happens if an applicant successfully completes the

program?

TO4
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After the two years are completed the student.willqualify

for a Northwest Territories Teaching Certificate and can consider

a teaching position in the NorthWeSt Territories.

Student Teaching

a

Student teaching is an )5.,mplartant part of teacher

preparation. The Teacher Education Prozravl internship is unique in.'

that it has two 'six-month periods of practice teaching. It

provides the student with experience at Many different levels

and with a number of teachers. The student, although under the

supervision of cooperating teachers, principals and external

evaluatOrs, has similar duties and privileges to other members

of staff.

Residence.Accommodation

The residencp referred to as "Teachers College" consists

of a modern two-storey concrete and brick builcUng. It has 22

double,i-ooms and houses students for the Teacher .11dUcation Program

and the School of Dental Therapy. Thtre is a TV.room and a
. ,

reading room. In the basement are laundry facilities and a

small storeroom. The residence. is directed by a residence

director who lives in the building.

Allowances

Students during the residential year at Fort Smith or

Chesterfield Inlet are paid grants to cover thecost of room

and board and incidental expend.;. ,Travel to and from settlements,

internship schools, and Fort Smith and Chesterfield Inlet is also

paid by the Department.

The grant during residence is $9.40 for every day of

training for a single person. Thus in a month of 21 teaching

days a student would be paid $197.40, if he attends classes on

each of the days. For students with dependents, however, the

allowances would be increased according to the following scale.

Single
1 Dependent'
2 Dependents

$47.00 a week
62.00 a week

105 72.00"a week
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3 Dependents 82.00 a week
4 or more 88.00 a week

From the allowance the student is.expected to pay his

own rent and board. In the case of single students though,

accommodation and meals are supplied at a cost of $112.00 a

month. Suites are sometimes available for married students.
.,...

1:
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UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN

The University of Saskatchewan's presentation on

was given by Myrtle Aldous, Don Barnett and Cecil King.

For further.information, please contact:

Cecil King,:. Director
Indian Teacher Education Program
College of Education
University of Saskatdhewan
Saskatoon, Sask.

f-
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TEN PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING A TEACHER EDUCATION

PROGRAM FOR NATIVE PEOPLE*

Don.C. Barnett
Myrtle Aldous

Native people of Saskatchewan have been instrumental

in the development of an innovative teacher education program

designed to train Indian and Metis to become teachers. The

program is ca0Iled ITEP -- Indian Teacher Education Program.

ITEP is the result of joint planning on the part of the Indian

Cultural College of the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians,

the pi'ovincial Board of Teacher Educatf:on, the Saskatchewan

Department of Education, the Saskatchewan School Trustees'

Association, the Saskatchewan Teachers' Federation, the

Federal Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development,

.and the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon.
.

The program is based on an equal but parallel model

forte:actreredircat±orr to the uregularmteaeher7education model

at the 'University of Saskatchewan. The ITEP model, which has
o

,;the potential to offer innovative alternatives to the teacher

education program currently in operation, is based on ten

principles.

1. Indian Involvement/ 0

Involvement by native people is a basic principle of

the''Indian Teacher Education Program. It was conceived by

,Indian people, the training model was developed by Indian people

and the.Director of the program I6 Cecil King, an Ojibwa Indian

from Ontario.

Student applications are screened and interviews are

conducted by a panel ,consisting of Indian representatives from

the College of Education and the Cultural College of the

Federation of Saskatchewan-Indians: The Cultural College funds

art of the program and are involved in all aspects of it.

`.100,
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2. Orientation Principle

The Indian Teacher Education Program students spend

the first semester in orientation: This semester is spent'

orienting the students to urban life as Well as to the university.

,Students are acquainted with the university facilities, i.e.

library, recreation facilities,--social facilities. During

thiscyeriod, skills in reading, mathematics and study habits

are upgraded to meet all admission standards and to prepare for

' regular university work as well..

3. Equal Certification

Equal certification is another fundamental principle

of ITEP. The students take the sr me courses as other College

of Education undergarduates. These courses include: English,

Physical Education, Psychology, Anthropology, Introduction to

Education, Educational Foundations, Educational Psychology and

the numerous teaching methods'classes. Graduates of this program

will receive a Standard A teaching certificate which will enable

' them to teach in any elementary school in Saskatchewan.

4.L---Continuous-F-ie1.4--Expesiencn

Continuous field experiences have been built into the

program. Students begin student teaching mid -way. through their

first semester. Each semester includes six weeks of student

teaching. It is pr osed that students experience a -wide variety

of classroom situations in all Indian schools, integrated schools

and all white schools.

During a semester, students are in the classroom for

three weeks, return to campus for a two week seminar, and then

return to the classroOm for the remaining three weeks of the

semester. ITEP includes a greater emphasis on actual teaching

experiences throughout the program than the majority of "regular"

teacher education programs in which student teaching experiences

' are Usually limited to six or ten weeks during the final year.



5. Coordination Between University Courses and Field Experiences

Efforts are made to decrease the gap between university

experiences and actual teaching experiences. Prior to each

student teaching experience, ITEP staff contact preidentified

cooperating teachers to discuss possibilities of relating what

students are taking in their current university courses with

what will be taught in classrooms where they will be teaching.

Course instructors are encouraged-to meet with teachers so

joint planning can occur. When students are taking an English

course at the university, arrangements are made for them to

teach .language jn the schools for that semester. Similar,

arrangements are made in respect to the other subject areas

when ITEP students take their various university teaching methods

classes. Semesters are organized so that students spend six

weeks on campus, three weeks in schools, two weeks on campus,

three more Weeks in schools, and the final week of the semester

back on campus.

6. Cooperative Planning Among Course Instructors

Course instructors are identified a minimum of one

semester early to allow time for class planning. With the knowledge
ry

that a number of instructors will be working with the same group

over the two - -year prOgram, concern arose about the coordination

and avoidance of overlap regarding subject matter presentations

and assignments. There is need for some cooperative effort between

the English class and the language arts method's class. Similarly,

efforts are being made to coordinate activities by the Psychology

Department and the Depal-tment of Educational Psychology. Some

instructors of methods courses have expressed interest ii a

total team approach with their class offerings.

7. Relevant Course Content

Although course work is essentially similar to that of

other teacher education programs, there are attempts to develop

background knowledge and competencies4for teaching through

Subject matter which is_ more relevant to native culture.

0
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Examples of this are evidenced in the attention to Indian legends

in the English'course and the emphasis on North American Indian

cultures in the Anthropology course. ITEP students are permitted

to research and write on the present culture which exists on

their, home reservations to fulfill course requirements in

Anthropology. Also, the Social' Studies methods course focuses

on teaching strategies for developing greater self-awareness,

building self-concept, and analyzing values in the classroom.

8. Flexibility

The principle of flexibility is illustrated in the

organization of courses and in the teaching assignments. Time

tabling is not dependent upon the total College of. Education

schedule. Sequencing of courses, therefore, can be altered to

better coincide with university department schedules and with
_

the availability= of various instructors. Daily time schedules

are more easily altered-because the ITEP class remains an intact

group during the fall and spring semesters.

9. Tutorial Aspect

Tutoring services are available when students are taking

academic courses. Individual tutoring provideS guidance for

students with their projects or written assignm nts. Students

are paired for the purpose of reviewing lecture \iotes and reading

assignments. Group sessions are held periodicall7 to summarize

and review key concepts from textbooks and reference materials.

10. CounsellinkAspect.

The final principle of the Indian Teacher Education

Program is its emphasis on counselling. The counselling aspect

of the program involves the idea of encouraging the students

to become more aware of themselves and their relationships with

other people, i.e. their peers, their families and school children.

The counselling aspect involves individual counselling, couples

counselling, family counselling and grout counselling.

ITEP is the operationalition of ten prino4ples designed

to develop competent teachers of native ancestory. Expansion
r,

.ft
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of the Indian Teacher Education Program at the University off'

Saskatchewan in Saskatoon is anticipated, and tentative plans

are being made to receive a second group of students in the

1973-74 academic year.

*previously publisheld in The Northian, Vol, 9, No. 3, 1973.
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RECRUITMENT OF CANDIDATES FOR THE

INDIAN TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

Initial solicitation for candidates begins with the

!liaison officers of the Indian Cultural College, Education

Component, who are in the field and cover all reserves in the

province. Furthermore, Indian Affairs Counsellors are located

inifive districts who disseminate information to potential

candidatess. Other organizations, like the Native Women's

Organization, also play a role in recommending candidates for

ITEP.

Actual_ recruitment and screening of applicants consists of

three major steps.' A candidate must successfully complete the

previous step before being admitted to the next step in the

recruitment procedure.

Solicitation of Written Materials

. a) Applications are solicited. The'se are letters of

reference from native people - e.g. Chief, School Committee

chairman, hand administrator, school per onnel, former employers.

b) Transcripts are sent from the Department of Education.

c) A letter is received from each applicant. This is a

resume as well as an indication of why they want to join ITEP.

d) Application for university entrance is completed; _

Scre_ing of Applications
it

a) This is done by numerical computation. Number weightings

are assigned to variables such as age group, marital status,

children, academic background, category, employment experience

on.or off reserves, work experience in education (teacher aide,

school committee work, etc.), fluency in native language and

experiences in. summer courses/university training.
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, b) _Scores are totalled.

c) Scores are placed on a bell (normal) curve. Extreme

top and btottom scores are rejected. Candidates with top scores

meet regular university admission and candidates with low scores

are screened out with a letter of notification and statement

specifying in which areas further upgrading is required for

consideration the following year.

Personal Interview

This is an open interview conducted largely by native

people representing the Indian Cultural College, ITEP personnel

and the Indian and Northern Education PrOgram at the university.

General personality factors and verbal fluency in native language

is considered during the interview.

4
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COMPARISON WITH THE REGULAR UNIVERSITY PROGRAM

Components of
the Teacher Training
Program

Regular
University Program

ITEP

University entrance
requirements

. Prerequisite to
second year classes
in Curriculum Studies:

End Product

Total Length of
Program

1) regular academic
admission requirements

or
2) special admission

A Science, Social Science
and Math. class all at
least grade 12 level.
Introductory college
Math., Science and Social
Science classes may
substitute for grade 12
classes in these fields.

Standard A Certificate
enabling holders to
teach elementary school
throughout the province
of Saskatchewan.

Two years.

115

Same

Same. A Social
Science (Anthr.)
will- meet the
prerequisite in
this field. An
upgrading program
designed in
conjunction with
Curriculum Studies
will meet the Math.
and Science prereq.
for entrance to
methods courses in
these fields.

Same

2i yrs. The initial
semester is an
orientation to univ.
and community. In
addition, skills in
reading, math. &
study habits are
upgraded to meet all
admission standards
and to prepare for
regular university.
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Components of
the Teacher Training
Program

Regular
University Program ITEP

/

School Teaching
Experience

Course '°"

Requirements

Year 1

Year 2

Timing of
Courses

1) 7 weeks of student
teaching or
2) a final semester of
full-time internship
experience

Intro. to Education
English 102
One of Phys. Ed.,
Art, Music or Drama
Two electives from
Arts and Science

Ed.Psych.
Edfdt.
Methods courses:
Reading, Language
Arts, Math., Science,
Social Studies. Three

classes-edu-ation
electives.

Courses are spread
out over an entire
semester at an average
of 3 hrs. per week on
each course.

th;

Student Teaching/
Internship experience
far6 weeks in each
semester. ITEP
includes a greater
emphasis on actual
teaching experience
throughout the
length of the'entire
program.

Intro. to Education
English 102

Phys. Ed.

Psychology
Anthropology

Ed. Psych.
Edfdt.
Methods courses:
Reading, Lang. Art,.,
Math., Science, Soc.
Studies.
Edlnd. 257, Art Ed.,
Phys. Ed. methods'

Courses are
concentrated during
5 weeks on campus
with follow up related
activities during
student teaching time.



THE CENTER SATELLITE PROGRAM

- University of South Dakota

Introduction

The Center Satellite Program,is funded by the U.S.

Office of Education under the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare in WaLthington, D.C. Authorization to create this

program was granted under Public Law 90-35, which is the

Educational Pi.ofessional Development Act cf 1967.

The intention of this act was to give priority to those

programs which prepare educational personnel to develop -and

as a new kind orprofessional; one who is able, in every sense,

to serve the student-client, as well as the system-client. In

the past, emphasis has been placed upon adjusting the student

to the. school .sy'stem, without considering that the school system

could adjust to meet student and community needs. Therefore,

the EPDA Pupil Personnel, Services Programs encourage the creation

of a new (not merely an additional) professional, more versatile

than his colleagues and predecessors and one who is able to relate

as effectively to the individual student as to the individual

teacher and to groups of either-students or teachers; one who

can, at the same time, see the school system as a whole, while

being concerned with the growth of the individual.

This new Pupil Personnel Services professional should

be able'to deal with a variety of needs felt by the teacher as well

as by the student; and at the same time ought to be expected to

'work in team-like harmony with other school specialists. Schools

have long employed psychologists, nurses, social workers and

counsellors; but the role of each has traditionally been rather

narrowly defined by separate professional considerations. It has

not been common for them to work closely together in a team
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relationship, although-their roles often overlap. In short, the

new Pupil Personnel Services worker will be concerned with a

variety of needs felt by the teacher as well as by the student,

and at the same time will work in team-like harmony with other school

specialists.

Official title of this program is: The Center Satellite

Program to Prepare Indian Educators in Pupil Personnel Services

for Systems Modification, and when condensed it'is called the

Center Satellite Program. There-are seven Center Satellite

Programs in the United States, all dealing with minority groups;

however, only one is directed and oriented Vo the Native American.

Funding for these programs was granted for a'three-year period,

the first year was the 1971-72 academic year, with an anticipated

completion date in May, 1974.

The Center institution for this Indian training program

is located in the Department of Educational Psychology and

Guidance (Dr. Gordon Poling - Chairman) within the School of

Education (Dr. Thomas Moriarty - Dean) at the University of South

Dakota (Dr. Richard BoWen - President) at Vermillion, South Dakota.

Center staff personnel for this program are: RiCk LaPointe -

Director - Rosebud Sioux, and Maurice Twiss - Assistant Director

Pine Ridge Sioux.

There are five satellite institutions (colleges) involved

in the program and each satellite has a sub-contract with the

Center institution to provide a unique training experience for the

trainees. Each satellite operation has a director and an advisory

board which is composed basically of Indian 'community people who

are jointly responsible for the success of their program.

Trainees in the program are of Indian descent and the

majority of the trainees .are obtaining their Masterls Degree ,in

Guidance and Counselling (school counsellors). In addition, each

satellite has program participants which are called Double Ts,

(teachersof trainees). These individuals are available to assist

the program trainees on a one-fifth released time status during

the academic year. Double T personnel are usually "gate-keepers"
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

University of South Dakota

The purpose of the Bilingual Education Program at

,the University of South Dakota which is currently in its third

year, is to preserve, research and teach the Dakota-Lakota*

language. Although the linguistic aspect of the program is

emphasized the Native American cultural aspect is an integral

part-of the programi.

The present Co-Directors of the Bilinial Education

Program are Mrs. Blossom Keeble and Cyrus Crawford, both of whom

are bilinguals in the Dakota and English languages.

The project is funded under the Educational Professional

Development Act of 1967. It is conducted under grant number

OEG-0-70-2079(725) in cooperation with the Bureau of Educational

Professional Development and the University of South Dakota in

Bilingual Education. (Discrimination prohibited. Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964)

The creation of a Bilingual Education PrCgram at the

University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota, must be

judged on the basis of what" it is The recognition.' of the Sioux

culture as a sophisticated life-style rooted deeply in the past

and °with amelioration. An intelligent and a determined thrust

has bee
)11

made to deyelop a pattern of relationships between the

Sioux Indian and the non-Indian communities in the State of South

Dakota, which will lead to a success for the Sioux in the multi-

cultural, multi-lingual, and multi-national environment of modern

American society. The path of this success can be enhanced by

development of a Bilingual Education Program and any lesser aim

wodld be a disservice to the Sioux Indian people of South Dakota

as well as to the bniversitiand to the nation.
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In the third summer workshop of the Bilingual

Education Program, one major goal is to prepare instructors at

pre-school and elementary levels to teach the reading, writing,

and speaking of the Dakota-Lakota language. Another goal is to

teach the participants to develop curriculum materials which are

to be used as resources for teaching the Dakota-Lakota language.
0

These materials will be based on culture, history and contemporary

literature of the Native American in this area.

In our program this summer we have 31 participants from

the Rosebud, Pine Ridge, Yankton, Sisseton-Wahpeton and Santee

Reservations and also the Upper and Lower Sioux communities.

Of the 24 participants many are teachers and teacher aides who

'wish to become more proficient in reading, writing, speaking

and teaching their native language. Seven of iYiese participants

are resource people, who are recognized as havini expertise in

their native dialects. Their first language is t e Dakota or

Lakota language. The resource people also aid the participants

in becoming more fluent in the.language. They are currently

translating Black Elk Speaks, by John Neihardt and Soul of an Indian,

by Okiyesa, Charles Eastman.

Materials developed during the summer program, Dakota

Wowapi Wicoie Level I and Level II with a teacher's manual for

each can be ordered through:

Dr. Bruce Milne, Directot
Educational Research & Service Center
School of Education
University of South Dakota 4 .

Vermillion, South Dakcta 57069
(605) 677-5451

The Bilingual Education Office is now located'in Room

205A and 205B in the School of Education. The Univer'sity of

South Dakdta, Vermillion, South Dakota 57069. (605) 677-5293

or 677-5294.
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ORIENTATION ACTIVITIES

Take ndtes from a lecture.

Write essays.

Use footnotes in essays.

15-minute per day reading rate.

SRA reading kits for comprehension.

Keeping self record's of reading rate, etc.

Self-instructional math. up-grading kits.
,

Math. tutoring classes. ..-

Individual daily planning.

Group planning of the weekly timeable.

Recording a list of all ideas in a diary that refe' to teaching.

Practice using various A/V equipment.

Notes and practice on how to make a lesson plan.

Notes and practice in asking questions in teaching.

Visit to the Radius School Project.

Lecture on Reality Therapy by Diane Heatherington.
. .

Visit and lecture/slides on Indian Art by S. Stump and J. McMaster.

Visit and tour of the College of Education Library.

PraCtice in locating informatiOn in the library.

Tour of the Institute of.Child Guidance and Development.

Display of LIP curriculum materials.

Math. workshop.on the Metric Systems

Observation and discussion of teaching on the TV programs,
Roarer Room and Sesame Street.

I

,
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°UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA

The University of South Dakota's presentations

on the Bilingual Education Program and the Center Satellite

Program were given by Blossom Keeble and Rick LaPointe.

For further information,`' please contact:

Blossom Keeble.
School of Education
Bilingual Education Program
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota() 57069
U.S.A.

Rick LaPointe, Director
Center Satellite Program
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota 57069
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in the educational systems and must represent one of the following:'

an institution of higher-education, a local educational agency, a

state educational agency, an organization or agency concerned

with Indian education and the local Indian community. Satellite

programs must identify target school sySiems which are on or near

Indian reservations in that particular state. The trainees must

spend at least nine weeks in these target areas in an internship

field experience during the academic year All of the program

participants Will be committed and involved in this internship

field experience.

Description of the Program

Training as professional Pupil Personnel Service workers

involves two separate phases. Phase One is a seven-week growth;

experience in which all program participants attend a summer

program at the University of South Dakota in the School ofEducation.,,

All participants receive nine semester hours of graduate credit,

which is based on a self-growth training concept. These graduate

credits are transferred to the home satellite institution and allow

the trainees to taste success in graduate school before they return

,to their respective home institutions. A number of visitors and

consultants assist in the summer program. The program is designed

to orient the Center staff and participants to: each other, the

Center Satellite,Program4 the foundations of Pupil Personnel

and related services, a review of present Pupil Personnel Service

Programs, the-foundations of systems change and strategies,, the

home satellite operation, inter-institutional cooperation; and to

develop a team which will have a tremendous amount of strength in

achieving the. program objectives.

Phase Two of the program is the academic year program

Are home-saUsilite institutions. Due to-the_different training

requirements each satellite has a unique situation and approach

this' phase of the program with different tactics. However, all

satellites have common objectives: to provide field experience

internships in the target areas, to mbdify present Pupil Personnel
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Services preparation programs, to bring about a better relationship

and understanding between the target school and the Indian community,

to sens4tize the local college personnel to the needs of Indian

graduate students, to create changes in state accreditation

procedures and to assist the trainees in obtaining a Master's

degree.

During Phase One and Two of the training program, the

trainees receive a stipend and their tuition and fees are provided.

Double.T personnel are on released-time status during Phase One

and Two of the program.

Program Objectives

The following are the general objectives of the,Center

Satellite Program; the satellite programs'have specific objectives

for their particular areas:

- 1. The first objective is to provide low-income people the
opportunity to_move through a graduate level educational experience
which will prepare them to function as professional pupil personnel
workers and to become eligible to be employed in key positions
throughout the hierarchy of education from the practitiorer's level
trough supervisory positions at the local and state level; as well
as to become trainers, at the college and university level, of
the pupil personnel workers who will function more effectively
with the target group children.

2. The seconA obiective of the program is to involve all
program participants, the target community population, professional
educators in decision-making positions and other key individuals,
in order to develop a programmatic approach which will prOvide a
meaningful educational experience for all, but particularly
the Indian trainees. This programmatic approach would, in effect,
lay the foundation for a modification of current existing. college
training prcgrams so-they more accuraVely meet the needs of
specialized groups who are deemed, fox' various reasons, to be
educationally disadvantaged in relation to the society as a whole.
These modifications,will include an internship field experience in

a target school system-and community which is on 'or near an Indian
reservation.

3. The third objective of the program is to develop strategies
and tactics which would bring about change within the target school
ystems so that the system itself becomes more responsive to the needs
of, the target students. This systematic change would be differentiated
from past practices of attempting to modify the student to fit into
the sy-stem.
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WINNIPEG CENTER PROJECT

Mr. John A. Deines presented information on

the Winnipeg Center Project. Please contact him at:

Winnipeg Center Project
c/o Aberdeen School
450 Fldra Avenue
Winnipeg, Man.
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THE WINNIPEG CENTER PROJECT

TEACHER EDUCATION FOR INNER -CITY PEOPLE

by
John A. Deines

Accepted for publication, Interchange, Dec., 1973

ABSTRACT

Education in the inner-city is complicated

by a series of unique problems. These problems have

been recognized but little has been done to prepare

teachers to cope with them by teacher educators.

The Winnipeg Center Project represents an attempt

to prepare individuals, drawn from the inner-city,

to become teachers who are specifically prepared

to cope with the6e problems.
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The Winnipeg ,Center Project is a teacher'education.

program that was formulated to allow people from low income groups

/ and inner-city experience in Winnipeg, Manitoba the opportunity

to become teachers. The project was designed by Brandon University

and the Planning and Research Branch of the Manitoba Government's

Department of Colleges and Universities Affairs in cooperation

with the Winnipeg School Division #1.

The project was conceived with several objectives in

mind. The residents of the core area, or inner-xity, of Vinnipeg

include new immigrants, Canadian Indian and Metis

welfare recipients and many of the working poor. The children

of these residents bring experiences and values with them to

school that may be outside the experience of the teachers and

,administrators who are to provide their education. The behavior

of these children, both in an academic and a social sense may be

misunderstood by educators within the system. The values of most

teachers have been shaped by their own background experience and

by the education they have received. Only rarely have these

teachers had an inner-city background and their education has

-tended to reinforce their generally middle class backgrounds and

values. Certain of these values may conflict with the values,

held by inner-city children. This is not to argue that their

Values are wrong, rather it is to argue that there may be a value

conflict that interferes with the educative process. It was

hypothesized that much of this interference could be ameliorated

if there was more understanding of the values brought to school

by inner-city children. It was felt that by involving inner-city

residents as teacher-trainees, and eventually as fully certified

teachers, much could be done to bring about an awareness and

understanding of these values.

It was also argued that the fact that inner-city

residents are poorly represented in the teaching force was cause

for concern from the standpoint of social justice. Knowledge

that education and income have long been'related has been available

for some time. Universitrassistance programs have been made
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available but these have been proven inadequate as people in the

lower socio-ecnomic groupings often become frustrated with school

and leave prior to gaining university entrance steAdards. Once

having left school, social and economic pressures often make it

-impossible for them to return. The project directed itself toward

this problem. Students are selected on the basis s-of desire

and apparent potential and allowed admittance on the basis of

Mature Student Entry. Prospective students have been identified

by a variety ,of community organizations. A monthly allowance,

made available' by the Manitoba Government, is paid to each

student. All costs directly related to their education such as

tuition and books, are also paid for by the Government. This

has enabled interested inner-city residents to come forward and

participate in the program.

It has also been argued,that there has not been enough

community involvement in our schools. This is especially evident

in inner-city schools, in spite of many attempts to begin a process

of communication between the schools and the community: Many

educators have recognized that'there are people within the

community that could be of considerable assistance in the schools.

They have had valuable experience ancl often relate very well to

children. These community resources, in cooperation with the

teachers, may very well bring a'sense of realism to the school

which is sometimes lacking at present.

However, schools often present the appearance of being

closed to the community. Many parents are uncomfortable in the

schools and are apparently reluctant to come forward to assist or

to discuss their concerns with teachers and administrators. However,

in a time of spiralling tax costs, criticism of the schools has been

forthcoming in eve=increasing amounts. Mitch of thii criticism

is based on the frustration of not knowing what is happening in

the schools. To reconcile the parental unwillingness to become

involved with the schools and the frustrations of a lack of knowledge

about them is no easy task. However, involving people from the
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community in teacher education may pfavide one method. If

these inner -city teacher-trainees become-involved and begin to under-

stand what is happening in education, they may become a 'bridge

between the community. and the schools.

Recognizing the above, a series of general objectives

were established by the planners of the Winnipeg Center Project.

The prime objective was to Hevelop a teacher education program

that could take into account the special needs of all interested

parties; students, teachers and parents, within the inner-city

of Winnipeg. Trainees within the project would concentrate on

gaining the necessary skills to deal with these needs. Trainees

would also be chosen from the inner-city itself.

Trainees were to be involved in a student-centered teacher

education program. Although they would be required to complete the

same course of studies as any student registered in a Bachelor

of Teaching course at Brandon University, certain supports were

built in. It is required that students complete 60 credit

hours at the university 'before they may qualify for a teaching

certificate. This is normally done in two years. Winnipeg

Center Project students are allowed three years to accomplish

their 60 credit hours. this allows them the opportunity.to engage

in..remedial work to overcome any academic handicaps resulting from

their past experiences.

Although the same course of studies was to be pursued,

specific course content was carefully examined. Discussions were

held with the professors concerned and an attempt was made to

. make the content of the courses relevant'to the inner-city.

Wherever possible examples were drawn from published works relating

to the inner-city. Problems to be dealt with alSo reflected-a

concern for inner-city'experience. This is.to allow the students

to pursue academic studies that are relevant to their background

experience as well as directly preparing them for the specific

concerns they will have as teachers in the inner-city.

Direction was also sought from the students relating'
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to course content and how it could be made relevant to their

experience. An emphasis on humanistic education was stressed and

in keeping with this approach students were encouraged to make

Suggestions about course content. Their knowledge of a variety

of community organizations working in the innercity and of how

they operated provided' useful examples 'in the summer session

course. Most of the students are parents and knowledge gained

from their own experience with their childred often proved a

seful starting point in class'discussions. This type of

c mmunication has been of considerable value to both the students

aid .the professors concerned.

It was also felt that valuable 4kperience for the

trainees could be gained by haying them student teach in each

year of their program. This would allow them to relate their

theoretical studies to classroom practice as well as help them

int recognizing any of their own weaknesses Oat they could then

attempt to overcome through remedial courses.

It was also hoped that the trainees,might be of-some

assistance to the classroom teacher. Besides the normal help

that a student teacher might be able to provide, these trainees

might also help with problems with which they have,had direct

experience. Certain of the trainees spoke languages "other than

English and it was felt they might help establish direct

communication between nonEnglish speaking people and the school.

In addition, the classroom teacher would be able to communicate

with a trainee that had had similar, experiences to the children

in the classroomand perhaps the teacher could gain fresh insights

into the behavior of the students as a result.

There were noticable results that flowed from the,

student teaching experience of the students. The students

quickly became interested in relating theoretical discussions

of learning theories to the actual classroom activity. They were

pr.gpared to question what they were doing in their day to day

classroom activity and showed an eagerness to learn how to increase

their effectiveness. At this pointrt,heir interest in their remedial
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classes also quickened. They were ab3eto pinpoint their own

weaknesses and had a genuine incentive to overcome them.

The students also found that they: could be of help

to the classroom teacher in a variety of ways. In addition to

assisting with small group learning activities, they were able

to provide information about the children that often was missed

by the classroom teacher. They were often able to account for

unusual behavior on the part of a youngster by pointing out some

of the special problems that may be missed by a teacher who has not

had direct experience with life in the innercity. A child who ds

chronically late for'school may not be lackadaisical; he may not

have access to.a clock in his home. A child who regularly misses

school may not be a willful truant; he may be the family baby

sitter- Small pieces of information such as this may be missed

by the teacher in the press of the daily routine. When they are

pointed out, tnere is often greater understanding and sympathy

for the youngster and often solutions to his problem can be vr;rked

out. The Winnipeg Center Students were sensitive to the-se types

of problems and often discussed them with their cooperating

teachers.

Finally, since the trainees we're members of the inner -

city community, it was hoped that they could be of assistance in

forming a link between the school and the community. These

trainees would not have to establish that they understood the

community, they were already a part of it. As they began to

understand the school as an institution they could help explain

it to the community and begin to encourage residents to participate

in the life of this institution.

The project has been in operation since September of

1972. The first class began wfth thirteen students. One of these

students dropped out of the course for health reasons and the

remaining twelve students have finished their first year of the

program. This group of twelve includes five native people, one

Portuguese immigrant, one Black Canadian and five white inner

city working class resident
1:31
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During their first year the students attended university

classes held in an empty wing of an inner-city schobl provided

by the Winnipeg School Division. They took three full term courses'

for a total of eighteen credit hours plus remedial classes in

commuhication skills. There was also a four week period of

student teaching for.full days and a second ej_ghtweek period for

half days in inner-city schools. On the basis of this experience
. .

future student teaching will take the form of two eight week

/ periods of half days. Over the summer, the majority of the

students elected to attend summer school'where'they earned an

additional six credit hours. This course dealt with applied

'community development. It allowed the students to both study a

variety .of community organiiations and spend some time working with

them. The course was taught by an experienced field worker.

In addition to their course work and student teaching,

the trainees also became involved in a series of voluntary

programs within the schools. Students were involved in a program

of teaching English to new immigrant children. This was supervised,

by a resource teacher and trainees spent extra time with small

groups of children. This program was considered to be of

considerable benefit to the children by the resource teacher.

Another volunteer program to teach Saulteaux to interested'

students was carried out by two native trainees., This program was

also considered successful by the Principal of the school concerned.
a

This work was voluntary and credits were not earned for it.

However, it was felt that this was a'valuable experience by the

students who carried it out.

It was originally planned to take in fifteen trainees

per year for a period of three years. Accordingly, it was decided

to take in eighteen students in the 1973-74 intake to bring the

total up to thirty. This was done and as of July 1, 1973 the

number enrolled in the project became thirty. The majority of-

the second intake of students also participated in the summer

school and earned 6 Education credit hours.
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These students were also selected from the inner-

city target group. There are ten natiVestudents, three recent

iMmigranti, and five working 'class inner-city residents in the

second intake. Again a variety of languages are represented

including Cree, Saulteaux, Portuguese, French, Ukrainian, Polish.

and German. The students were selected by a committee that,

`included representatives of Brandon University, the Department of

Colleges and Universities Affairs, the Winnipeg School Division #1,

the Winnipeg Teachers Association, cooperating teachers from

0 inner-city schools, the Winnipeg Council of Self-Help Groups,

tIe project counsellor, and students presently enrolled in the

Project. Prospective candidates were found by soliciting a

wide variety of.existing community groups within the inner-city.

A variety of problems developed for the students over

the first year. Even though the students were generally strong

personalities, they experienced periods of depression. Many of

them felt that they had been away from studies for too long and

felt they really would not be able to master the content of the

courses. At this point, they received help from two sources.

Firdtly, they tended to help themselveS. The group feeling that

developed within the project was a source of strength to the

students. They encouraged one another and were supportive of one

another. Secondly, the project has a full time staff member who is

a counsellor and remedial worker. The students were able to derive

support from the counsellor and often did at unusual hours of the

day. Between these two devices, the students, seemed able to overcome

their periods of despondency.

Attendance was also a problem at times. This was

anticipated and attempts were made to overcome this difficulty.

The major attendance problem stemmed from child care concerns.

Ten of .the original twelve students are women and all ten had

children -to- care for. Daycare difficulties were_treated_ as a
serious concern by the counsellor who attempted to help each

student make workable. arrangements for her children. The students

were also able to help one another. As they became more experienced
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in handling this difficulty, they :Shared information around the

group. While day care remains a difficulty to contend with, the

students have not been seriously handicapped by it'.

The students have also had to face subtle pressures

from those who are not anxious to see changes occur within the

Present education system. The students do not necessarily have a

university entrance standard to participate in the progiam and

they are naturally suspect by those who feel standards are being

compromised. The students also bring a slightly different set of

values to the school as a result of their -awn experience. This

led to an f.nitial awkwardness between the trainees and the co-
.

operating teachers that they.worked with. However, for the most

part, this disappeared as the two groups began to get to know one

another._ By the end of their first student teaching period most

of the students felt quite relaxed in the staff rooms of the

schools.

The students received heir from t eir cooperating teachers

and the Project staff but their greatest source of support was

derived from within their own group. The original group of

students was quite small and as they b ?gan to know one another

a feeling of trust was quickly established. Gradually an

individual's problem became a group concern and often group

action was taken to help solve.it. Mutual help was given for

problems ranging from day care difff.culties to crises in self-

confidence. This factor proved to be of great value throughout

the year.

Concerns also developed early in the program relating

to the cooperating teachers. The cooperating teachers had

volunteered to partiCipate but little had been done to explain

the goals of the project to these teachers and there was'a lack

of communication betwden the teachers and the Project staff. This

was-eventually-overcome-to a large 'exten by conducting two in-
.

service programs. The goals of the project were more'carefully

explained and thd role of the cooperating teachers )4as discussed.

A method of evaluating first year student teachers was worked out
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dur* g the second of these meetings: The regular evaluation

fo was fOund to be inadequate by the teachers as it had been

spe ifically designed to attempt to measure the abilities of

students .at the conclusion of their training. The Winnipeg Center

students were to student teach in all three years of their training.

The teachers therefore fTlt that a progress report had more

validity than an evaluatIOn report that was seen as more of a

final judgement. The progress rdport was also designed to allow .

the student and cooperating teacher to freely disbuss the comments

made. It was hoped'that'this could be a cooperative learning

situation rather than_,a. final report on the student.. Th:Fs method

of evaluation proved qtifte successful and is.to be continued in

the future.

The Director .of the project alb() visited the schools

o
where the students were working on a regula6basis and was available

to discuss any problems as they arose. Once communication was

clearly established,much of the initial hesitation of the cooperating

teachers ,was overcome. In the coming year several in-services '

are plannea to facilitate communication and top solicit constructive

criticism from the cooperating teachers.

The Project is also' continually evaluated by the staff.

Reports are made regularly to the Executive Committee that includes

member6 of the, staff, tale students, the Provincial government, the '

school board and the cooperating teachers. Advice is also sought from

an Advisory Committee that includesthe above members plus

representatives from the Winnipeg Teachers Association, the Manitoba.

Teacher's
w
Society and i.variety of community groups from the inner-.

city. A government staff member also monitors the-project so_that

there is a constant-on-going evaluation process taking place.

In addition, an outside evaluator has been engaged

to undertake a process evaluation. His initial reliort.has been

completed and will'be updated from time, to time as the Project

proceeds. .This initial report states: "the Winnipeg Center

Project has now become a viable experiment with considerable

potential ".
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A series of staff development projects are presently

in operation in Winnipeg School Division #1. The present school

bcard i committed, to this course of action and it is hoped that

the Winnipeg Center Project will complement certain of these

projects.

Evidence of the board's interest in developing

inner-city education may also be found in a recent cooperative

yentUre between'the division and the University, of Manitoba.

An inner-city teaching center has been established by the

university and an attempt will be made to allow a group of students

"tolspecifically prepare for teaching in the inner-city. Plans

, have also been made for the Winnipeg Center Project to cooperate

with th University of Manitoba's center.

Part of the-University of

thb varticipation of ten classroom
.

frog their .regular duties to study

and help other teachers in coming t

A number of these teachers acted as

the Winnipeg Center Project during
''a.

The Winnipeg Center Proje

come to terms with problems within,

around education. Its main thrust

solutions to these problems. It ha

community ,people around community c

institutiong\will view results of t

educational policy and programming.

lessons are tc be learned.

i

,Arkage : 5,4g -
- -

Manitoba's program includes

teachers who have been released

inner-city education problems

o,terms with these problems.

cooperating teachers for

the past year.

ct represents an attempt to

the inner-city that revolve

is to concentrate upon practical

s been designed to work with

oncerns. The participating

his project in terms of

It ± hoped that valuable
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COMPARISON WITM REGULAR TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

Winnipeg Center Project

Regular Teacher Training
Program

Winnipeg Center

Project

Admission

Duration of
Program

1) Regular Admission.
(Academic)

2) Mature Admission
3) Special Admission

1) Two years

2) 2 -seiester system

1 Mature Admission
2) Special Admission
3) Selection based in
favor of disadvantaged
individuals

1) Three Years
-additional time given
to student teaching
+ acquisition of
communication skills
2) Year-round involve-
ment - 1 month vacation
-Sept.-May: academic/
student teaching
Program

Certificate Interim First Class Certificate
Granted which permits holders to teach

in elementary schools in
Manitoba

Same

Student
Teaching
Experience

8 weeks 12 4-:week-periods) '16 - 20 weeks -- days

Course 1) 60 credit hours total
Requirements 2) 1st year: 30 credit hours

Arts, Science and Education
2nd year: professional year
30 credit hours in Education
courses. .
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1) Same
2) Requirements
observed, but courses
offered in convenient
sequence.
- Course content
modified to meet- needs
and requirements of
students



Course
Requirements

Regular Teacher Training Winnjipeg Center
Program Project

Option courses
selected re relevance
to inner city

Students exercise
decisionmaking power
re selection of
instructors, courses +
course content. ,

Instructors sometimes,
hired from community.

Some overlapping of
1st + 2nd year students,

encourage peer tchg.

3) Remedial program optional, Structured
seldom utilized 3) Remedial program in

communication skills +
math; also, tutorial
assistant given

Financial
Assistance 1) Canada Student Loans

2) Bursaries
Provide:
1) Living allowance
2) transportation costs

34=tbooks, supplies
t

optical care
5) Annual clothing

allowance

Note: The Braridon University Faculty of Education is currently
in the, process of major program revision.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Dr. Andre Renaud, O.M.I.
University 04 Saskatchewan

If you are like me, there are many things you Would

like to hear said. I don't know that I will say all nor.that I

will even try to say them all, because it has been a long

conference in some ways, at least time-wise, and not for sleep

either, sc I do not want to make this too long.

To begin with, I would like to point out'that-this's

is a FIRST, in many ways. -It is the first meeting or gathering

around this theme. It is also a first for the ITEP Program.

There have been many kinks in this conference because it is a

first: For instance, there was no other way but to have a lot of

listening to do for all of us in order that each agency,.

institution, university, or programrepresented could report

what is going on.. The first purpose of the conference was

_precisely to establish what goes on in Indian teacher-training

in North America, and allow people from various agencies to meet

one another. Onthat Count, the conference has attained its

objective. People have come from a dozen places, have met and

been heard. This partf.cular type of first conference will never

have to be repeated gs such, I remember the first meeting of

what is now called the Canadian Association for Indian and Eskimo

education. At that time it had been given the fancy name of

"First Canadian Conference on Schools in the Forest". It was

held in, Edmonton and was truly very painful, because each

representative there from government or university insisted on

reporting everything that his agency was doing as well as what

it was planning to do. It Was just like trying to go through

a whole encyclopedia in one day! The second meeting, however,

provided a lot more interaction and so it has been ever since.
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As was pointed out by Ray's group yesterday, there

was no provision in the program for small group interaction,

except at parties and mealtimes, etc. I think it was inevitable

this first time, unless we tried to do what was attempted, more

or less successfully, by the Schools in the Forest ConferenCe,

-namely, before the meeting, ask each participating group to send

to others a report of current activities and programs, hoping

it would be read before coming together, so as to get straight

into group discussion. That'seldom works. Either the reperts

are not distributed ahead of the conference or they are nct read

by everyone. The main reason why no provision was made for small

group discussions is simply that the attendance was not expected

to be so large. Initially an invitation went to those whom Don

and Myrtle knew were inolved in teacher-training programs for

Indians. Undoubtedly, there must have been a vacuum in this

field since so many people wanted to come and did come. Now

we know this .theme is a popular one, and whoever plans the next

conference will have to plan it differently.

What Miss Courchene told us this afternoon is something

I have felt-somewhere along the way, namely that something was

missing here. We were not hearing enough from the students,

those who are involved in our programs. It is more like a group

of managers meeting together. In this day and age, this just

cannot be anymore. So that whatever is done as a follow-up to

this operation, it should involve from the very start the students

themselves in the planning and-in the running. I would even go

further and suggest to the students to call the next conference

and to invite fellow students, go after the Secretary of State

'for the money needed to bring the students together so that they

'can compare their respective experiences. After all, our programs

are really THEIR programs. We, on staff at various universities,

are\really part of these programs to the extent that we are

available to the.students for them to do their learning. If they

don't need us, so much the better.

One of the reasons why, in a way, we in Saskatoon did
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did not call a general conference on Indian Education was because

we felt that it was up to the Indian people themselves to call

''such.a conference, whether through the NIB or the Indian Cultural

Colleges getting together, or some other cover. However,

Dean' Kirkpatrick and the ITEP staff felt that there was a need

right tow to bring together their opposite numbers from other

programs and universities. Attendance at this modestly-planned

conference proves that they were right. The fact remains,

however, that the next conference should be planned by the Indian

students and the Indian people themselves because they truly

constitute "Indian Education". We non-Indian professors, could

be resources, somewhat :like the chairs you are sitting on, the

tables, and the rest of the equipment we have been using. Let

this be my main recommeindation.

Last summer, An eight week program of legal studies was

conducted on the campus here to prepare Indian people from

across Canada to go into Law at Various universities. Four

Indian law students from the U.S. came to meet the students

and explain how they represented a national association of Indian

law students and "would the Canadians care to join". Indian

teachers-in-training now across the country could very well think

along those lines and form their own association,at least on

the prairies, because there is an increasing number of them.

Indian certified teachera:in B.C. have their own organization.

It should be possible for something similar to develop on the three

prairie provinces.

In terms of what has been said during these two 'days, we

must admit that the questions raised by Dean Kirkpatrick in his

opening remarks were not' all answered. As he said, maybe they

never will be. There are certain common facts or trends that are ,

emerging. For instance, there is a need common to university

professors involved in these programs to get together once in awhile.

There are things which only.they can do to help Indian people

achieve their own academic goals, namely, juggle the structure of

the university to make it possible for Indian people to do their
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thing. Students themselves cannot carry out this task too

successfully nor people from outside the university. It can best

be done by someone from within who understands and is sympathetic

to whatfIndian people want to do and pries the door open for them.

This is exactly what has taken place in this province in the

development of ITEP. This is why there is a need once in awhile

for those of us within the university who have opened doors'and

windows and whatnot, to get together _like we did this week, to

compare notes and ask: "Well now, how did you manage to get

this through?", etc. Just today, for instance, Tony Penikett

and myself have been discussing with a senior official of this

university how to give academic credibility to the summer program

planned in the Yukon and which he described to you briefly this

`morning.

One of the things that has come out loud and clear in

listening to the various programs is how as much flexibility as

possible is needed for Indian students to work in. And this is

where we university professors can help. We know the rules of

the game! Definitely, as much flexibility.as possible is needed.

What Cecilia told us in particular about the Alaska Rural-

Teacher Training Program illustrates this perfectly. In a way,

what they have done in the Northwest Territories is to eliminate

the university altogether; which is fine; they can do it up there.

If, as. it does in Saskatchewan, the law says that one has to go

through university to get a teaching certificate, you have no choice.

Together with flexibility within the university,

another condition for success is maximum input from the Indian

people themselves; the students, the Indian organizations, and

the parents. This is definitely essential, with this

probability however, that no two groups of Indian people, students

or associations, will state the same thing or ask for the same thing

or go after the same thing, at the same time across Canada. Ns5t

all programs focus on Indian languages for instance. Some take it

for granted: Indians in the area have kept their language so

they just use it quite naturally. The situation is not the same
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elsewhere, where the original language is disappearing or has
disappeared. The younger generation wants to learn it as a second
language. In such a situation there is a greater emphasis ou
linguistics. At a given moment, some group will want this or
that. Then the following year, as Vivian demonstrated, the

group may change its mind and want something else. So much more

reason for whatever program is developing to be flexible, to ,

make possible immediate, reaction to what the' students are saying.

In other words, an effective, constant, and. positiv. feedback.

To me, these are the two main conclusions of this conference.

The other issues raised, such as what should be'the

ccntent of the courses, whether to change the university or the

student, these could be argued at length without reaching a
practical ponclusion. What really matters is the process now
going on at various universities. This process consists in

opening the door and letting the Indians find their way to

paddle their canoe and go wherever they want to go, like all

intelligent students eventually do! The best thing for vs

(professors) is to get out of the way, if we are in the way, and

that is not always easy. Those of you young people here who

have been through university are aware that, like In any

bureaucratic structure, there are rigid people in various

departrrents or offices who just won't more out of the way. This
is where friends within the structure can do a certain amount of

"pulling and pushing" so that the canoe goes through.

Indian people have been outside the university

structure for so long that they are'very sensitive as to what

we "moonias" or: white people in -university structures can co,

should do, or not do, etc. Having succeeded in wrestling a measure
of authority and poWer from the federal government, they feel that
they can do everything, including how to use university resources
to the maximum. This is a very normal, healthy reaction after

having been in the cold for so long. The fact remains, however,

that during all these years, a body of knowledge has been

accumulating, not only about Indian languages but also about methods

1.4.3
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of learning languages, about what happens to each human being

ashe grows up and his parents' language grows within his brains,

at what stage he can learn a second language without stunning

his mental growth, etc., etc. Some of these discoveries, I am

sure the Indian people have known instinctively, spontaneously,

and still know wherever they are yet by themselves. But, every

biv of knowledge that has been taken out from Indian communities

in the past, whether by linguists, 'archaeologists, anthropologists,

etc.. as well as everything learned from other people all over

the world and accumulated in the university library'and other

departments, all this knowledge, plus all the skills to be found

there, belong to everybody anywhere in the world. That is why

it is called a university. So consequently, all this belongs to

tie Indian people as-well. What they must do now and have

started to do is go into the universities and recover what duly

belongs to theM. They can use this knowledge and these skills

for whatever purposes they choose. They.must not feel that there

is a white monopcly on such treasures.

There has teen one in the past, however, as Julie

has illustrated so forcefully earlier this, afternoon. Most of

the information on the history, traditions, languages of Indians,

has been written just for university people to understand.' This

is where curriculum development projects such as we have heard

about and seen on film, and the materials that have been produced

in such projects, can reallygive back to the Indian people what

has been bo/rowcd or taken out by university people over the years.

And thig "bringing back" will re-enrich the ongoing cultural

stream of today's Indian people.

These are essentially the comments I wanted to make,

the observations I thought worthwhile sharing. If anybody would

like to add something, or comment, argue, or refute, the session

is now wide open.
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